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ABSTRACT
This study presents an integrated hybrid solution to mandatory lane changing problem
to deal with accident avoidance by choosing a safe gap in highway driving. To manage
this, a comprehensive treatment to a lane change active safety design is proposed from
dynamics, control, and decision making aspects.
My effort first goes on driver behaviors and relating human reasoning of threat in
driving for modeling a decision making strategy. It consists of two main parts; threat as-
sessment in traffic participants, (TV s) states, and decision making. The first part utilizes
an complementary threat assessment of TV s, relative to the subject vehicle, SV , by eval-
uating the traffic quantities. Then I propose a decision strategy, which is based on Markov
decision processes (MDPs) that abstract the traffic environment with a set of actions, tran-
sition probabilities, and corresponding utility rewards. Further, the interactions of the TV s
are employed to set up a real traffic condition by using game theoretic approach. The ques-
tion to be addressed here is that how an autonomous vehicle optimally interacts with the
surrounding vehicles for a gap selection so that more effective performance of the overall
traffic flow can be captured. Finding a safe gap is performed via maximizing an objective
function among several candidates. A future prediction engine thus is embedded in the
design, which simulates and seeks for a solution such that the objective function is maxi-
mized at each time step over a horizon. The combined system therefore forms a predictive
fuzzy Markov game (FMG) since it is to perform a predictive interactive driving strategy
to avoid accidents for a given traffic environment. I show the effect of interactions in de-
cision making process by proposing both cooperative and non-cooperative Markov game
strategies for enhanced traffic safety and mobility. This level is called the higher level
controller. I further focus on generating a driver controller to complement the automated
ii
car’s safe driving. To compute this, model predictive controller (MPC) is utilized. The
success of the combined decision process and trajectory generation is evaluated with a set
of different traffic scenarios in dSPACE virtual driving environment.
Next, I consider designing an active front steering (AFS) and direct yaw moment con-
trol (DYC) as the lower level controller that performs a lane change task with enhanced
handling performance in the presence of varying front and rear cornering stiffnesses. I pro-
pose a new control scheme that integrates active front steering and the direct yaw moment
control to enhance the vehicle handling and stability. I obtain the nonlinear tire forces
with Pacejka model, and convert the nonlinear tire stiffnesses to parameter space to design
a linear parameter varying controller (LPV) for combined AFS and DYC to perform a
commanded lane change task. Further, the nonlinear vehicle lateral dynamics is modeled
with Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) framework. A state-feedback fuzzyH∞ controller is designed
for both stability and tracking reference. Simulation study confirms that the performance
of the proposed methods is quite satisfactory.
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NOMENCLATURE
Driver model Overall model of autonomous driving
Hybrid system Combination of discrete and continuous system
dynamics
FMDP Fuzzy Markov decision process
FMG Fuzzy Markov game
SV Subject car
Lead car The followed car by the subject car
TVs Traffic vehicles
Kinematic model Point-mass vehicle model
Gap Longitudinal space between two traveling vehicles
IDM Intelligent driver model
QP Quadratic programming
Convex set A set wherein any two points connect without leaving
the set
Reach Reachable states of a dynamic system
Trajectory A line connects a vehicle’s initial and final states in a
planar plane
RP Relative position
RV Relative velocity
CV Cruising velocity
MPC Model predictive control
AFS Active front steering
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DYC Direct yaw moment control
LMIs Linear matrix inequalities
Reference Model Linearized model of nonlinear vehicle model
BRL Bounded real lemma
LPV Linear parameter varying
T-S Takagi-Sugeno
Symbols
k Discrete Time Index
∆(k), ts Sampling Time
x Longitudinal Driving Direction on a Road Frame
y Lateral Driving Direction on Road Frame
q Threat Between SV and a TV
a Action of SV and TVs
ux Acceleration of SV and TVs in Longitudinal Direction
uy Acceleration of SV and TVs in Lateral Direction
lc Veering
N Prediction Horizon
L Transition Probabilities
%1 Weight Term on Gap
%2 Weight Term on Distance to Lead Vehicle
Ψ Gap Length Between TVs
τ Time to Reach to a Selected Gap
pi Remaining Gap Length from the Lead Vehicle
m Mass of Car
vii
Wc Width of Car
vx Longitudinal Velocity
vy Lateral Velocity
yref Reference Lane Target
T Headway Time
K Gain of Heuristic IDM
ddc Decision Evaluation Distance
WL Lane Width
Qvx Running Cost Weight on Reference Longitudinal
Velocity
Qy Running Cost Weight on Lateral Lateral
Qvy Running Cost Weight on Lateral Velocity
Rux Weight on Longitudinal Acceleration
Ruy Weight on Lateral Acceleration
ψ˙ Yaw Rate
β Vehicle Side Slip Angle
Fyf , Fcf Lateral Front Tire Force
Fyr, Fcr Lateral Rear Tire Force
Flf Longitudinal Front Tire Force
Flr Longitudinal Rear Tire Force
Cf Front Tire Cornering Stiffness
Cr Rear Tire Cornering Stiffness
αf Front Tire Slip Angle
αr Rear Tire Slip Angle
viii
δf Front Steering Angle
δ? Corrective Steering Angle
M Yaw Moment
lf Front Tire Distance from Center of Gravity
lr Rear Tire Distance from Center of Gravity
tf Front Axle Length
tr Rear Axle Length
J Moment of Inertia
Yw Lateral Wind Gust Disturbance
L Look Ahead Distance
s Side Slip Ratio
µ Tire-Road Friction Coefficient
Fz Tire Vertical Force
J Multi-Objective Quadratic Cost Function
H∞ H∞ Optimal Control
L2 H∞ Norm for Nonlinear Systems
‖y‖2 L2 Norm of a Signal y
γ H∞ Performance Index
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1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Background
Even with the enhanced safety measures integrated in modern vehicles, the increasing
number of vehicles on roads continues to produce a large number of traffic accidents on
a yearly basis. In the last decades, autonomous driving has been a popular research area
both in industry and academia. One of main objectives of autonomous vehicle research is
to prevent the accidents caused by human errors. Because the traffic collisions are still one
of the leading causes of deaths in entire world. In 2016, there were 40,200 people killed
and 2 million more were injured in motor vehicle crashes in the United States [1]. The
financial effects of the road crashes to the USA is a total cost of $432.5 billion per year, an
increase of 12 % from 2015 [1]. In this regard, the car manufacturers have offered a variety
of safety systems in their cars that range from the adaptive cruise control to lane depar-
ture warning system and anti-lock braking systems.Some other examples include braking
assistance systems [2, 3], traction control systems [4], collision warning systems [5], lane-
keeping systems, and lane change support [6, 7]. Research studies in active safety system
design does not only involve automation of individual vehicle subsystems, but also in-
cludes improved functionality of sensing and decision-making. The introduction of sensor
technology in vehicles has enabled new possibilities of providing information concerning
vehicle surroundings. This information is used to identify obstacles on the road that can
be further analyzed by a decision-maker to execute the best possible actions such as a lane
change or braking to avoid an accident. In the case of references on a roadway, the sensing
systems are classified into two categories [8]: look-down and look ahead systems. Look-
down sensing systems (either electrified wires or permanent magnets) have the advantages
of being reliable, yielding accurate results and good performance under different weather
1
conditions. Richard Bishop addresses the above considerations in his paper [9]. The paper
mentions about the main components in autonomous driving technology, including the ve-
hicles vision systems, radar systems as well as the applications in adaptive cruise control
and collision warning systems.
Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) is a premier forum that covers a variety of ap-
plications. I primarily focus on human-vehicle interaction in automotive systems. There-
fore understanding human behavior is the main pillar of above autonomous driving tech-
nologies. The topic of human drivers has been studied in the literature [10]. It is important
to point out that there is no comprehensive method that captures of all human behaviors.
However, several contributions have been made to the field in the recent decades. Hancock
et al. [11] explains the human factor in Intelligent Vehicle and Highway Systems design.
The main focus on sense of safety in driving. Second issue addressed is drivers work-
load such as navigation of traffic, vehicle controls and collision avoidance. Several tasks
combined makes a reliable and safe design challenging task. Parker et al. [12] investigate
driver errors and violations. Tendency to a make error is divided in two parts; drivers mis-
judgment and experience and deliberate driving violations. Salvucci [13] explores human
driver cognitive architecture for control and decision making. The model discovers the
limitations of general human abilities in driving domains. Trulls Vaa [14] explains percep-
tion of risks, the consciousness in driving, as well as cognitive human driver models. [15]
examines human drivers in dynamics and control point of views. Human belief state deter-
mines the responses to a given traffic situation [16]. The decisions are simply made based
on the perception of a driver, which mostly rely on subjective reasoning process [17]. A
decision is made by a driver at each instant of time. As soon as a decision is made, an
action of accelerating, decelerating or keeping the current state of the vehicle is performed
by the driver. Human driving factor, therefore, has significant influence on driving. For
example, the gender and age have important differences on driving style as well. One can
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claim that the safety is directly related to the age of the driver since the young drivers pose
more aggressive style than that of old drivers.
With this regard, It is quite essential to approximate a driver’s intention to a real time
driving with a set of logical decision methods. This is to say, I develop a stochastic de-
cision reasoning method based on a set of established logical driver perceptions for an
emergency lane change problem. The model relies on a Fuzzy Markov Decision process
based discrete dynamics and a Quadratic programming based MPC control for appropriate
maneuvers to avoid accidents. The trajectory is then followed by a controller wherein a
nonlinear vehicle model and a Linear Parameter Varying controller are employed. Overall
system forms a hybrid system structure to approximate the human reasoning process to
the actual mechanical output of the vehicle.
1.2 Objectives
In this work, we focus on designing an active safety system with a two level structure
with a driver decision model algorithm that addresses the problem of avoiding obstacles
in a lane in a three lane highway driving environment, and a driver driving model that
performs a lane change task to a desired lane by combining several theories in the field
of study. The driver decision model executes a decision based on stochastic reasoning of
human with the fuzzy Markov game (FMG). This step determines an action with the most
beneficial to the driver (highest safety), also the the target lane as well as the target velocity
of the subject vehicle by taking into account the interactions with surrounding vehicles.
The target outcomes are fed to a trajectory generator where the subject vehicle’s motion
is planned. The combined assessment of the designing is performed in several driving
simulations.
The next objective is to be able to follow this trajectory with the highest accuracy
in a real driving scenario. With this regard, I consider a real vehicle dynamics model
3
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Figure 1.1: Driver model of an autonomous vehicle
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and controller design to follow the online generated path in a simulation model. The
driver driving model has the actual dynamics of a vehicle and a mechanical controller
to follow the reference trajectory with the highest accuracy. The overall design includes
the techniques of the artificial intelligence, the convex optimization and the robust control
concepts to create an emergency lane change active safety system in highway driving.
1.3 Background and Literature Review
1.3.1 Driver Decision Models (Higher Level Controller)
Understanding of a human driver behavior has been an attractive topic to many re-
searchers. With the high demand of the mathematical models in accordance with different
kinds of applications, there has been a variety of driver models proposed. Some of the
demands to be mapped in driver models are listed as;
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Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram of the proposed driver model
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• General driver skills, information perception and processing, time delays, preview,
adaptation,
• Learning and planning ability (path and speed adjustments),
• Types of drivers such as experience, age, and aggressiveness,
• Features like emotions, concentrations and driver’s psychological state etc.
Depending on the application discussed above, several ideas have been proposed. One
major aspects of the proposed models lies down on mathematical modeling such as using
control theory (transfer functions, optimal and adaptive control), fuzzy logic, and neutral
networks -hybrid approaches, which generally lead to differential equations. We will start
the discussion of the problem of driver modeling from classical transfer function models
to fuzzy logic and game theoretical based modeling as well as stochastic models such as
Markov models.
Considering a design of an advanced driver assistance system, it the main aim of in-
vestigation to form the overall design as automobile-driver coupled system. After defining
driving task and environment where it is indeed necessary to introduce the traffic dynam-
ics into the design. We can write down the main concerns of analysis with the following
headlines
 The vehicle:
design and control of vehicle components; including vehicle dynamics and material
design of subcomponents.
 The driver:
understanding individual driver as well as interaction of the drivers in a traffic situ-
ation; path and velocity planners; subjective driver behaviors for decision making.
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 The environment:
traffic flow; influence of other traffic participants; modeling of the traffic system.
 The combined system:
accident possibilities; accident prevention; driver support and learning tasks.
The extensive driver models built based upon individual driver behavior (i.e., miss-
ing driver interaction dynamics) are available in the literature. Most of developed models
have considered to control lateral vehicle dynamics while longitudinal dynamics is often
thought to follow a given speed profile (i.e., car following models are shown in the up-
coming subsections), independent of steering task of the driver. Plöchl et al.[18] explain
several driver models in their paper. This dissertation introduces some of the models as
background information in the field. Kondo et al. introduce one of the fundamental driver
modelings in the literature [19]. They considered a 2-wheel vehicle model on a straight
way with constant velocity and wind disturbances, Kondo’s model adjust the vehicle’s
position by steering to a point with which the vehicle centre line coincides. A preview
distance L is defined in the reference. The main idea is to reduce the deviation ∆yvehicle in
a distance L ahead of the vehicle i.e., looking-ahead distance. The relation of the figure is
defined with the following equation
∆yvehicle ≈ y(t) + Lψ(t) = y(t) + Tvehiclevψ(t) ≈ y(t+ Tvehicle) (1.1)
where preview time Tvehicle = L/v, vehicle speed v, yaw angle ψ(t) and deviation is
defined y(t). The changes on the lateral deviation i.e., ∆yvehicle is interpreted as the change
on the lateral direction with respect to the preview time i.e., y(t+ Tvehicle) From a control
theory point of view, a proportional steering control strategy, C(s) = K leads to the
steady-state error to zero i.e., ∆yvehicle = 0. In [20] another human tracking based model
is given.
7
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Figure 1.3: Kondo’s driver model
C(s) =
K(TLs+ 1)
(TIs+ 1)(TNs+ 1)
e−τrs (1.2)
In this model, human reaction time is given τr and the neuromuscular delay time is TN are
human properties, perform independently from the task. The other parameters K,TL, TI
are associated with system. Kondo later introduced a second driver model that presents a
linear deviation of the yaw angle and lateral position. This is an inspiring model, which
have been modified and used in the literature. Another driver model is proposed in [21, 22].
The main idea is to compensate the deviation of the lateral position of the vehicle ∆yvehicle ,
with respect to a reference target position and the yaw angle error.
There are approaches in driver modeling that take into account when the road is straight
and curved ρr. One of the works [23] Reid et al. define the steering control law as follows
δc = Kcρ
?
r +Kψ∆ψe +Ky∆ye (1.3)
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where ρ?r is the road curvature point ahead, which will be previewed by the car after the
preview time TP , the difference between the vehicle heading angle and the heading angle
of the roadway at a point is ∆ψe, and ∆ye is the distance from vehicle’s center line to the
lane center-line at a point.
Based on the driver models, the human regulation control tasks are studied in frequency
domain [24]. The open-loop transfer function i.e., C(s)G(s), which the combined form
of driver C(s) and vehicle dynamics G(s), is described the crossover model with
C(s)G(s) =
ωc
s
e−τrs, (1.4)
that imposes a behavior amount of −20dB/decade in the magnitude due to the integral,
and a phase shift −900 around the crossover frequency ωc. Even though human driver
is capable of compensating tracking errors regardless of vehicle characteristics, the input
excitation signal restricts the crossover model behavior, especially in high gain at different
driving maneuvers.
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The idea of combined driver models, which has two-level structure is not a new idea
proposed in the literature. Donge in [25] proposed a two level model where the road
characteristics and a driver model form a layer, separated from the vehicle dynamics. He
defines an anticipatory open-loop and a compensatory closed-loop control. The open-
loop control determines the anticipatory steering response to be able to run of the path
curvature. The parameters of interests in this layer are estimated by measuring the desired
path curvature and the steering angle of the driver. Donge also suggest that human driver
anticipate the change in road curvature and initiate front steering before the curve begins.
A differential equation to model of the required anticipatory steering angle is proposed in
[26]
T 22 δ¨a(t) + T1δ˙a(t) + δa(t) = Vaκ(t+ Ta) (1.5)
where Ta is the anticipation time and κ is the desired path curvature. In order to determine
the open-loop steering angle to follow a given trajectory with high accuracy for a 2-wheel
vehicle model, the parameters T2, T1 and Va are set as the functions of vehicle parameters
and speed. In the compensatory closed-loop control level is responsible of stabilization of
the driver steering wherein actual and desired path curvature is compared, i.e., ∆κ, along
with the observation of the heading angle error of the vehicle ∆ψ and lateral deviation of
the vehicle ∆y. The mathematical formula of the compensatory steering angle is
δc(t) = −[hk∆κ(t− τr) + hψ∆ψ(t− τr) + hy∆y(t− τr)]. (1.6)
where τr is the lag of human driver, and the gains , hκ, hψ, hy are computed based on
the measurement difference, open-loop control contribution, and minimizing a quadratic
function.
Taking into account the vehicle’s nonlinear dynamics, several nonlinear control meth-
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ods have been proposed to present a driver model in [27]. With a multi-level structure, in
which a guidance level sets the reference trajectory and velocity profile of the vehicle to
a target point. In the stabilization level, a position controller to force the current state of
the vehicle i.e., current target point to a desired target point with a suitable steering wheel
angle and brake/acceleration. In this level, the vehicle position on x, y axis is controlled
by nonlinear front lateral tyre forces and longitudinal tyre forces, which allows one to
simultaneous control of lateral and longitudinal dynamics.
Another type of modeling of a human driver is fuzzy logic control (FLC). The fuzzy
logic control relies on analyzing input values in terms of logics that is resemble of human
thinking process, and a useful tool process of decision making when the system structure
is very complicated. In terms of application, there are fewer works in the literature. One
of the leading works have been proposed in [28]. The overall structure of the control
loop is drawn below. Assuming a complete preview information regarding upcoming road
curvature on the reference, the controller is formed in feedforward, feedback, and gain
scheduling rules. The inputs to the feedback rules are defined as the combination of state
errors of the system, i.e., [y, y˙, ψ˙ − ψ˙d] the vehicle’s lateral error with respect to the road
center, the lateral velocity error, and the yaw rate errors respectively. The inference rules
consist of linguistic variables LE (associated with y), CLE (associated with y˙), YWR
(associated with ψ˙ − ψ˙d), and ∆FB (associated with δfb). A feedback rule is given with
the following form:
IFLE is ALE AND CLE is ACLE AND YWR is AYWR T HEN ∆FB is A∆FB
(1.7)
where linguistic values of Ai,
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ALE ∈ {NB,NS,NIL, PS, PB},
ACLE ∈ {NB,NS,NIL, PS, PB},
AYWR ∈ {NB,NS,NIL, PS, PB},
A∆FB ∈ {NH,NB,NM,NS,NIL, PS, PM,PB, PH},
with the 5 different subsets for ALE, ACLE, AYWR are given (NB ⇒ negative big, NS ⇒
negative small, NIL ⇒ nil PS ⇒ positive small, PB ⇒ positive big) with triangular
membership functions. Therefore, 53 = 125 rules in feedback rule base. For defuzzi-
fication, 9 subsets with 4 new different subsets given ((NH ⇒ negative huge, NM ⇒
negative medium, PH ⇒ positive huge, PM ⇒ positive medium) that results in a crisp
steering angle δfb.
A wheel steering preview angle term δpr is generated with respect to preview weight p
divided by the future curvature ρ, over preview time window [28]. Consequently, the δpr
takes the form
δpr =
pc
ρc
+
pn
ρn
(1.8)
where pc and pn are the current and next radii of curvature preview parameters, respec-
tively. The detailed information on selection of the parameters is given in [28].
The final steering wheel angle based on the feedback rule base and the preview rule
base is determined in the gain scheduling rule base by taking into account the vehicle
speed v. There velocities v1 = 5m/s, v2 = 12, 5m/s, and v3 = 20m/s are introduced in
the feedback and preview rule bases and the gain scheduling rule is therefore defined
IF V is AV T HEN δc = δifb + δipr, (1.9)
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where AV ∈ {small, medium, big} at vi(i = 1, 2, 3). More details can be found [28].
Moreover, the artificial neutral networks (NN) is a powerful tool to present a human
driving behavior. A longitudinal model, based on NN, is studied in [29] where the goal is
to follow a reference velocity in different driving cycles. A block diagram is shown below.
Two NN controllers are responsible for different goals. The fixed NN is to model a driver
for reference velocity following r(t). The NN is trained with input/output data. The inputs
are the error e(t) = r(t) − v(t), where v(t) is the velocity of the vehicle, r(t), preview
velocity r(t + k1) k1 = 1.1sec, and the time delayed error e(t − k2) k2 = 0.4sec. The
adaptive NN controller functions with the driver model, as the name refers it compensate
the e(t) with respect to the changes in road conditions.
Most of the models introduced above only considers modeling a human driver model
are useful when the implementation only requires individual car behavior without tak-
ing into account other cars actions. Current trend in autonomous driving involves not
an action of the vehicle determined for individual benefit but an action executed after
the other cars behaviors have been assessed. This also opens a door to implement a
control system structure for autonomous vehicles includes a two level structure where a
higher level controller (driver model) assesses the uncertain driving environment, creates
reference trajectories for the lower lever controller to follow, and provides safe driving
along with fuel economy and comfort, while a lower level controller performs the com-
manded actions. The autonomous vehicle has several features that are associated with
drivers behavior when they encounter varying traffic situations. A higher level controller
or so called driver models offer an approximation of a driver behavior. This module is
also called planning route. As the name denotes, route planning (i.e., the state in which
the vehicle be in the next time step), and behavior decision-making (i.e., discrete values of
the states wherein a continuous decision is produced at each time step) are main elements
of this module. Route planning generates safe driving areas for autonomous vehicle. The
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behavior decision-making provides reasonable driving actions such as turning left, turning
right as well as accelerating and decelerating turning in different directions based on how
the driving environment is defined. Yoo and Langari in [30] presented a game- theoretic
risk estimation of the other cars behavior and corresponding time evolution of the col-
lision areas. A predictive driving controller successfully avoids the collision area based
on the subject car’s safety assurance level. They first define the relative dynamics of two
interacting vehicles, attached relative to the vehicle of interest. A hybrid model is formed
such that lane change decision leads to two modes, i.e., approaching the adjacent lane and
stabilization in the adjacent lane.
fapproach =
K
T
(x+ a),
fstabilization = −K
T
(x− b)
(1.10)
where T denotes the period of lane changing, K, a, b are related to model parameters.
Incorporating the driver’s aggressiveness, an aggressive driver is assumed to complete a
lane change task in shorter time. A discrete forward reachable set analysis forms an unsafe
region for the subject vehicle. A non-cooperative Nash game along with an utility function
in driver’s decision model is employed to estimate the player’s driving strategy according
to the subject vehicle’s strategy and the hybrid mode of the system. Model predictive
control adjust the longitudinal control of the subject vehicle to stay outside of the collision
region. The optimization is given
14
minimize
u
J =
∫ tf
t0
(xTQx+ uTRu)dt
subject to x˙ = f(x, u), x1(t0),
x1 ≥ Cv,upper ∨ x1 ≤ Cv,lower,
x2(tf ) = 0,
amin ≤ u˙ ≤ amax.
where J is the quadratic cost function with weights Q,R, the period for the cost function
to be minimized [t0, tf ], f(x, u) denotes the system dynamics with x is velocity and u
is control input, Cv is the collision cross section area in R2. Simulations are performed
for timid and aggressive drivers. The subjective collision perception for different types
of drivers affects the recognition of risk and driver’s driving controller allows the subject
vehicle to stay outside of the region.
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Figure 1.5: A schematic process of a human like decision making. Human brain collects
the information from environment and processes based on a subjective reasoning process
and executes an output according to the current state of cognition.
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Neutral networks is another approach used in autonomous driving. The neutral net-
works is often called as black box. It can function as controller after a sufficient training
process. Shai Shalev-Shwartz et al. [31] proposes a neutral network based driving strat-
egy where the system is trained with real time data. Then the future behavior of the cars
can be easily predicted. Kim and Langari use a higher level decision strategy where the
analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is used to by evaluating driving safety, traffic flow, and
the fuel economy simultaneously in [32]. The proposed adaptive AHP is able to handle
the decision making process under different traffic situations and driving modes.
The driving is an uncertain dynamical process. It is quite hard to create a determin-
istic driver model due to uncertainty of the driver behavior under different environments.
Markov Chains is a promising tool to predict driver behavior in such cases. A discrete
Markov process is a stochastic process that satisfies the Markov properties. The discrete
Markov process produces transitional probabilities of a finite number of future events with-
out any knowledge of the past events. The fact that the next event only depends on the
present event is one of the key properties of a Markov process. The term one-step tran-
sition probability is used to define the conditional probability of visiting a particular state
in the next transition given the current state [33]. We first define the state of the system at
time t as S(t) . A set of finite number of states is indexed by integers from 0 to n. Let us
denote P (S(t) = i) be the probability of being in state i at t time. And Pij denotes the
transition probability of state j given that the current state is in state i at time t.
P (t) =

P00(t) P01(t) . . . P0n(t)
P10(t) P11(t) . . . P1n(t)
...
... . . .
...
Pn0(t) Pn1(t) . . . Pnn(t)

In [34], the authors proposed a stochastic driver model based on Markov Chains. Ex-
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perimentally collected data is used to estimate the transition probabilities that lie in a con-
vex uncertainty set. The model predicts a set of trajectories in the subsequent time interval
for different environments and states of the vehicle.
1.3.2 Markov Decision Process (MDPs)
We can divide the decision making into two categories; the deterministic and the
stochastic decision outcomes. For the stochastic outcomes, the different outcomes have
different utilities. A good decision making weights the all these outcomes utilities to the
probabilistic numbers. Human reasoning relies on a decision making with several out-
comes. The quality of an outcome is subjective i.e., It depends on the human perception.
With this regard, modeling of the human decision model with a set of outcomes is a good
approach in a decision process. Since the quality of a decision is determined by a particular
driving conditions i.e., a rational decision might result in a good outcome in normal driv-
ing condition while a rational decision might lead to an accident in an abnormal driving
condition, a decision made by human drivers associated with stochastic outcomes will be
the ground of our research activity. For lane changing maneuver, the driver is influenced
by surrounding vehicles behaviors. This means that the likelihood for specific outcomes
is determined by the vehicles in neighboring lanes.
The main decision considerations for a lane change maneuver in an obstacle avoidance
are the followings:
1. Which gap to choose for merging in neighboring lanes.
2. When to initiate the actual maneuver into the gap.
3. If the maneuver is able to performed.
4. If the maneuver is safe for avoiding the obstacle.
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of an MDP with two states and two actions. The transition proba-
bilities and rewards are given by tuples (p,R)
.
The outcomes of the decision is based on the probabilities and the utilities (rewards),
so that the estimation of these set of numbers is crucial. In this work, It is assumed the
sensor system has a perfect measurement. This means that the detection of the vehicles as
well as the objects is unlimited. The sensor system also has the complete information of
the velocities and relative positions of the vehicles to the subject vehicle. The objective of
the proposed model and algorithm is to capture a human like reasoning of a decision to be
made. In the solution process, some simplified assumptions are carried out. There is an
assumed available gap as well as the detection of an object is drive lane is fully known.
1.3.2.1 MDPs in autonomous driving
Markov decision process has been used as a decision-making model in autonomous
vehicle research. It has several features such as modeling the uncertainty with a set of
probabilistic numbers, executing several possible actions in a given traffic condition, and
being able to capture human reasoning that makes a logical selection among all possi-
ble alternatives in a decision making process. In order to enhance the understanding the
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MDPs, the basic concepts are demonstrated in this section.
Markov Decision processes (MDPs) are powerful tools for sequential decision in stochas-
tic environments where an agent has to execute an action to achieve an objective. Execut-
ing an action u ∈ U , given the system is in a state s ∈ S is defined as a policy ϕ : s→ u.
In order to find such an optimal policy i.e., ϕ?, a linear programming or a dynamic pro-
gramming equation is iteratively solved.
Brechtel et al. [35] consider a discretized MDP model derived from a continuous state-
space model is proposed. They extend the discussion by including the uncertainties in the
driving with the Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP) in [36]. Their
solution of the problem based on the position and velocity states of cars. Ulbrich et al.
[37] consider the Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP) to model the
uncertain and dynamic driving environment for a single lane driving. They use a small set
of 8 to describe the highway driving situations.The high computational burden observed
in [35, 36] is solved with signal processing networks to simplify their POMDP solution.
Even though their POMDP set-up can be practical, computation time remains a challenge
and It is not suitable for online application in an emergency lane change decision making.
Moreover, their work only considers a lane change into one gap and the selection between
the gaps is not addressed. Wei et al. [38] presents a point-based Markov Decision Process
algorithm is proposed as an approximate solution to the POMDP for a single lane au-
tonomous driving behavior. The uncertain behaviors of traffic participants are considered
to implement in a specific traffic situation. They introduce a set of cost functions to model
the driving environment for decision making. Only a longitudinal control of the subject
vehicle is considered in their work. These and similar higher level controller designs are
increasingly being considered to both avoid and minimize accidents and as a prelude to
fully autonomous driving systems of the future.
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1.3.3 Game Theory
Game theory has been used widely as a decision maker in social sciences and in en-
gineering field because of its advantage to model the interactions between players. There
are mainly two types of games; cooperative and non-cooperative games. The first case
where the players benefit from individual coalitions, the joint action sum of collective ob-
jectives of the players. In this case, the players receive information about their actions,
subsequently exchange information of their payoff’s. The second case the objectives are
conflicted where the players seek to achieve their own strategies regardless of what the
other player gains. Moreover, a non-cooperative game is also characterized as the players
do not exchange information about their individual actions, rather the decision are made
independently.
1.3.3.1 Game Theory in autonomous driving
Game theory is a promising decision making for autonomous vehicles where It does
not only predict the subject car’s behavior but also evaluates and sets up a game according
to the surrounding vehicle’s behavior i.e., the lateral and longitudinal movement, or more
complicated movement can be considered simultaneously. A cooperative multi-agent sys-
tem is modeled by combining the individual cost function into a team cost function in
[39]. Nash-bargaining solution is proposed for minimum individual cost by maximizing
the difference between cooperative and non-cooperative cases. Kita in [40] developed a
game theoretic interactions model of cars in a merging-giveaway scenario. A pair of merg-
ing and through cars interaction is explicitly considered, which they take the best actions
from their perspectives, thus the game forms a two-person non-zero-sum non-cooperative
game. In [41], the authors considered a lane-changing model in a connected environment
where the notion of incomplete information is utilized in a two-person non-zero-sum non-
cooperative game solution. Wang et. al in [42] proposed a differential game where the
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controlled vehicles execute decisions according to the expected behaviors of other vehi-
cles. In this work, two game solutions are proposed; non-cooperative game where the
vehicles optimize their own costs and cooperative game where the collective cost function
is optimized with coalitions. Yu et al. in [43] consider a human-like game theoretic model
of lane changing involving interaction with surrounding drivers using the turn signal and
lateral moves and their aggressiveness. In [44], dynamic lane change decision making is
performed by utilizing the idea of Receding Horizon control. The decisions are updated
as new information is available to the autonomous vehicle. Some other examples of the
design of the higher level controller using the Game theory for autonomous lane changing
in [45, 46] where a subject vehicle and the other traffic participants determine their actions
within an optimization framework. In [46], the authors set up a scenario where the cars
are driven on a 3-lane highway environment. They establish an action space as follows;
1. Maintain current speed
2. Accelerate to a speed up to 110 km/h
3. Decelerate to a speed up to 50 km/h
4. Move to the left lane
5. Move to the right lane
It is important to note that the actions provided by a higher-level controller in which the
action commands are fed to a lower level controller to be performed by vehicle level dy-
namics and controller. A reward function is defined as summation of driver interests.
R = w1c+ w2h+ w3e, (1.11)
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where wi, i = 1, 2, 3 are the defined weights for the terms c collision, h headway, e effort.
For more details how these terms are defined, please see [46] . In this work, the driver’s
policies are stochastic and two approaches are employed for mapping. Level-k approach
and Jaakkola reinforcement algorithm. Main idea behind this, to obtain a driver policy that
relies on the observation and interaction of the other drivers in traffic. Simulation results
assess the effects of driver aggressiveness on the number of collisions and lane changes.
1.3.4 Trajectory Planning for Autonomous Vehicles
The problem of trajectory/path planing has been extensively researched in the litera-
ture. Path and speed planner can be seen as an internal driver task, which can be incor-
porated in the driver model. Many driver models require a desired path to follow, which
is either assumed to be given or generated by a separate tool. A path is defined as a con-
tinuous sequence of configurations that connects an initial configuration to a terminating
configuration [47]. In other words, a path is a geometric line on which the vehicle follows
in order to reach a final point without colliding an obstacle. A path-planning algorithm
then computes a feasible trace of a geometric configuration for an autonomous vehicle
such that the design constraints i.e., road limits, vehicle dynamical limits, and traffic rules
etc..are satisfied. A maneuver characterizes the motion of the vehicle in a road geometry.
Some examples of maneuvers include ’turning right’, ’turning left’, or going straight’. On
the other hand, the trajectory planning concerns a vehicle’s motion in real-time from one
possible state (velocities and positions) to another by satisfying the vehicle’s dynamics
constraints, safety constraints, design constraints as well as the rules of traffic [48]. In this
regard, trajectory planning (or trajectory generation) is divided into sub-levels;
1. Finding the best path according to the vehicle dynamics limits to follow.
2. Finding the best maneuver to perform under constraints.
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Figure 1.7: An example of a path
.
3. To be able to avoid an object in traffic.
4. Adapting the planning of a path according to the sudden change in traffic.
Vehicle kinematics and road entities have been considered in all existing studies. This
is a founding element of path planning - trajectory generation problem in autonomous
driving. A high amount of research has been made in trajectory generation for longitu-
dinal and lateral movement for vehicle following as well as avoiding obstacles. Most of
the works in the fields consider a lane change decision has been made by a higher lever
controller or a driver decision model, then a feasible trajectory is computed satisfying the
design objectives [49, 50]. Nilsson et al. [51, 52] consider utilizing a point-mass vehicle
model to compute a maneuver in vehicle’s longitudinal and lateral direction as well as a
longitudinal velocity profile by using Model Predictive Control (MPC). Then the planned
path is followed by a lower level controller wherein the vehicle dynamical model and a
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Nonlinear Model Predictive Controller are employed. The trajectory generation is formu-
lated within quadratic programming where the longitudinal and lateral control objectives
are satisfied simultaneously. They introduce the Forward Collision Constraint (FCC) and
the Rear Collision Constraint (RCC) as linear inequality constraints to avoid a crash with
a car in the drive lane. Rosolia at al. [53] consider a point mass model and an MPC in
outer loop to generate a collision free track and Proportional Integral (PI) control and bi-
cycle model are used to track the trajectory in inner loop. Hosseini et al. [54] proposes
an adaptive collision warning algorithm that supports the driver for collision avoidance.
Their solution relies on two main functions; the first function is to generate a feasible
trajectory based on the vehicle and road limits, a steering is performed for a safe lane
change, the second function is to trigger an alarm signal to the driver when required. In
their optimization solution, a bicycle model of a vehicle is employed. The steering control
input is minimized by simultaneously satisfying the systems dynamics as well as design
constraints.
1.3.5 Longitudinal Vehicle Control
An autonomous vehicle is required to perform two main tasks, i.e. to maintain a safe
longitudinal spacing relative relative to the leading vehicle and to control the lateral mo-
tions of the subject vehicle [55]. The technical discussion to identify the longitudinal
control behavior of drivers are sparse as compared to the works about lateral control be-
haviors in the literature. Longitudinal spacing of vehicles are particularly important from
the safety point of view. The spacing is measured by the physical dimensions of the vehi-
cles as well as the gaps between them. To this end, two microscopic measures the distance
headway and distance gaps are widely used. These quantities are used to characterize
an important concept in transportation community, so called car following models. Car
following models produce an acceleration of the vehicle, which subsequently establishes
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an effective traffic simulations, based on relative position, relative velocity, the velocity
of the autonomous vehicle as well as lag in perception. One of the commonly used car
following models is the General Motor’s model, which is proposed by Gazis et al. [56].
In this model, the motion of the subject car is governed by an equation, the acceleration
is the response of the model. Another model is the Gipp’s car following model, proposed
by Peter G. Gipps [57]. This model ensures a safe distance between the subject car and
the car in front of it. The GM’s model fails to consider in this regard. Optimal velocity
model [58, 59] is defined that each driver tries to obtain an optimal velocity based on the
relative distance and velocity. This is a dynamic model that the car’s acceleration is pro-
portional to it’s optimal speed and actual speed. The intelligent driver model (IDM) is also
a well-known car following model, proposed by Treiber et al. in [60, 61], produces an
acceleration as a continuous function of the velocity vα, the velocity difference ∆vα, the
net distance gap s?.
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.8: A car following model in highway driving. The subject car is in the middle,
and the front vehicle is the lead car. The subject vehicle reacts to the change in the speed
of the lead car. The rear car also reacts to the speed change of the subject car.
v˙α = a
[
1−
(
vα
v0
)δ
−
(
s?(vα,∆vα
sα
)2]
(1.12)
where δ and the maximum acceleration a are the model parameters.
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There are several studies proposed to apply the above methods in advanced driver as-
sistance systems. For example, Adaptive cruise control (ACC) is an extensively studied
problem in the literature [62, 63, 64, 65]. Similarly to the car following models, a desired
space and a velocity profile are obtained by continuously adjusting the vehicle’s accelera-
tion profile.
1.3.6 Lateral Vehicle Control
Vehicle’s lateral behavior can be characterized in terms of lane change an merge op-
erations [66, 67, 68]. For this purpose, researchers sometimes consider the lane change
process as a decision making. Because a lane change depends on multiple objectives, such
as speed profile, relative distance objectives before and after lane change as well as avoid-
ing an obstacle in drive lane and a good reference trajectory to follow with high accuracy.
Thus a lane change model should take into account several decision parameters. For ex-
ample, Gipp’s has proposed a set of factors that leads the driver to change a lane. Ahmed
et al. [69] has proposed a gap acceptance model to assess whether the drivers have min-
imum acceptable gaps between the host vehicle and following vehicles. These methods
have been well used in transportation research community.
For lane change control, the lateral dynamics of the vehicle is be considered. A refer-
ence trajectory following is maintained by steering control [70]. Good set-point tracking
of the trajectory during lane change does not only achieve safety but also improves driving
comfort and fuel efficiency. In [71] authors model the nonlinear vehicle dynamics by an
approximate hybrid affine model. They employ a time-optimal robust control algorithm to
control the yaw rate and lateral velocity. In [72] authors implement frequency shaped lin-
ear quadratic (LQ) control. Kim and Langari proposed [73] a neuromorphic strategy, and
robustness of the design is investigated by altering the uncertain cornering stiffness. Hati-
poglu et al. [74] a virtual yaw reference controller is considered and a robust switching
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controller is utilized to generate steering commands for the vehicle to track the given ref-
erence trajectory. Abe in [75] a human-driver model (HDM) based controller is proposed.
A look ahead distance consistent with vehicle speed is considered.
1.3.7 H∞ Based Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) Control
TheH∞ control design finds a controller that provides both closed-loop stability and a
satisfied level of performance index for reference tracking and disturbance rejection. Since
H∞ is a disturbance rejection technique, the main purpose is minimizing the effect of input
disturbance on the output of the system. TheH∞ norm of a stable transfer function G(s)
is the largest input/output root mean square (RMS) gain i.e.,
‖G‖∞ = sup
u∈L2,u6=0
‖z‖L2
‖u‖L2
= sup
ω
σmax(G(jw)). (1.13)
The 2-norm, denoted by ‖y‖2, is defined as
‖y‖2 ∆=
√∫ ∞
0
yT (t)y(t)dt.
Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) systems are described as the systems whose matrices
are assumed to be affine with the variations.
G :

x˙(t) = A(ρ(t))x(t) +B(ρ(t))w(t)
z(t) = C1(ρ(t))x(t) +D(ρ(t))w(t))
(1.14)
Basically, LPV systems are expressed in terms of Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMI) ,
then the system matrices that are depend on the scheduling parameters are solved with
currently available optimization methods [76]. The benefit of that technique is the infor-
mation for all variations and the rates of variation in system are expressed in affine forms
global optimization methods are used to solve them. These type of the systems are con-
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trolled with the LPV controllers. LPV control is capable of measuring the the variations
and schedule the system parameters accordingly. Lyapunov functions are the essential el-
ement in order to establish stability and performance of the LPV gain scheduled systems.
There are fixed Lyapunov functions, [77] or parameter-dependent [78, 79]. The latter con-
dition simply means a parameter-dependent LPV controller used to control parametrically
depended plant, whose parameter variation and rates are known. The second controller
capture the whole variation during the process, therefore it provides less conservative ap-
proach. A single Lyapunov functions may be used for a parameter varying plant. However,
stability and performance specification may not be met in the closed loop system due to
the arbitrary fast variation in the scheduling parameters. As a result, the system may not
be internally stable for all variations. When the internal stability of LPV system is guaran-
teed, the Bounded Real Lemma(BRL) condition is satisfied. A continuous differentiable
matrix is sought such that the derivative of the matrix is decaying the zero exponentially.
This simply gives the notion of the stability of the system.
1.3.8 LPV Control in Automative Research
There are three main control developments to achieve performance requirements in
passenger cars. First is the ride comfort that is associated with acceleration sensed by
passengers, second is the road handling that is related to alternations in tyre forces due to
road surface changes, and the last one is suspension deflection that is associated with the
body displacement of the car with respect to the road. The control of the these subsystems
is always conflicting. I first review some of the relation works in suspension control do-
main. The suspension control part can be categorized into passive suspensions, semi-active
suspensions, and active suspensions controls. While active suspensions offer good ride,
handling, vehicle posture, and stability than that of the counter parts semi-active suspen-
sions, the energy consumption, cost, and complexity requirements are important negative
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factors in implementation. Semi-active dampers fall into between passive and active sus-
pension. The cost and installation are more beneficial as well as the feature of continuously
controlled damping. The suspension system includes a damper or a shock observer that
does not require much energy to operate. Within the limited context, I present some of the
related literature works in control design perspective i.e., increasing ride comfort and road
holding in view of road disturbances.
C. Poussot-Vassal et al. [80] proposed a semi-active suspension control. They first in-
troduce a nonlinear quarter car model and experimentally obtained semi-active suspension
system. Then the authors develop the internal stability and performance criteria within
the LPV theory. The main contributions follow to fulfill the dissipative actuator constraint
such that a type of robust norms (i.e., H∞ and H2) is established. The design is robust
against model uncertainties. The design is computationally effective since it involves a
simple scheduling strategy based on a static actuator model. Simulations and experimen-
tal results are perform to fulfill theoretical findings. Anh-Lam Do et al. [81] give a quarter
vehicle model with a semi-active damper in the LPV framework with nonlinear static
semi-active damper model. The nonlinear static semi-active damper model presents the
bi-viscous and hysteric behavior of the design. The dissipativity constraint is turned into
input saturation that is scheduled in polytopic way. The input saturation problem is inte-
grated with the initial model to synthesize the LPV controllers. Convex optimization based
theH∞ control design method is applied. The frequency and time domain results showed
that the performance objectives as well as dissipativity constraint of the damper are simul-
taneous achieved. M.Q.Nguyen et al. [82] consider the design of a semi-active suspension
control problem based on Finsler’s lemma in the LPV state feedback framework. The de-
sign first employs an LPV form of the suspension system and dissipativity constraints as
generalized sector condition. Two different Lyapunov functions are used; one of the sta-
bility and the other one for the disturbance rejection. Obtained polytopic system allows to
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Figure 1.9: Type of suspension systems
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compute LPV controllers by using LMIs. Input saturation conditions and a performance
comfort level are demonstrated as satisfying design objectives. The work [83] considers
to mitigate the conflict between ride comfort and road-holding by allowing the continu-
ous control of the damper force in the semi-active suspension systems. As the actuator
saturation limits are enforced in the performance limits, their work is unique in terms of
incorporating the actuator limits in form of saturation indicator parameters that is included
in the LPV plant model. The LPV controller is synthesized using a full-vehicle model.
As expected, the model leads to complexity of the controller compared to quarter vehicle
suspension model. To solve this, the authors employ a disturbance-feedforward output-
feedback controller to exploit the separation principle. This performance of the controller
is compared with various types of existing methods in simulation study. Michael Fleps-
Dezasse et al. [84] introduce a new scheduling parameter, called saturation transformer
into the LPV plant. The saturation indicator and the saturation transformer capture the
force constraint of the semi-active damper. The LPV controller is synthesized by gridding
of the parameter space using a parameter dependent Lyapunov function. Different road
profile excitations are used to show the benefits of the controller experimentally.
The LPV control design opens a door to tackle with parameter uncertainty and/or non-
linearity of the system by converting it into parameter space. Inspired by this, A. Zin
et al. [85] proposed an LPV/H∞ controller design with respect to suspension spring
coefficient for active suspension systems. Their proposed control strategy compromises
safety/comfort performances adapted online according to the driving situation. The con-
trol design is in the view of global chassis control (GCC) framework wherein a switching
control signal for ride comfort/road holding is produced with respect to the suspension
subsystem. In [86] the design of an active suspension system in the LPV framework is
also presented. The relative displacement between the chassis and wheel assembly is used
to stiffen as the suspension limits are reached. TheH∞ controllers ensure either passenger
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comfort or suspension travel as the primary objective of the design. The H∞ controllers
are blended into the LPV controller, subsequently forms a nonlinear controller for the
design of nonlinear active suspension.
Since the emergency lane changes involve severe driving maneuvers at high speed, the
consideration of vehicle lateral stability generated by yaw moment is a must to create an
overaly stable control system structure for an emergency lane changing intelligent system.
The steering control methods are quite effective when the lateral tire forces are constant.
The methods collapse when the vehicle tire forces reach saturation limit; resulting the loss
of steer-ability leads to a high level accident possibility. Uncertainties in cornering stiff-
ness as a result of tire-road friction efficient and vehicle load distribution affect the stability
of the entire system. To solve this, researchers have proposed vehicle stability control sys-
tems that mainly use direct yaw moment to keep the vehicle stable. Consequently, active
front steering (AFS) system is combined with the direct yaw moment controller (DYC).
In [87], coordinated control of AFS and DYC for stability and better vehicle handling is
proposed. They employ an 8-DOF nonlinear vehicle model and tyre model. The authors
develop a procedure based on an optimal guaranteed cost (LQR), and the effect of uncer-
tainty on the cornering stiffnesses is discussed. The control objective to reduce the negative
influence of the norm-bounded time-varying cornering stiffness uncertainty on the vehicle
dynamics control with respect to the change in driving conditions. Hui Zhang et al. [88]
considered the vehicle lateral dynamics stabilization problem with time-varying longitu-
dinal velocity. The longitudinal velocity is presented by a polytope with finite vertices
and cornering stiffness is represented with norm-bounded uncertainty. An LPV model of
the vehicle is introduced based on the varying longitudinal velocity and cornering stiffness.
The control objective is to minimize the sideslip angle with a prescribed level of yaw rates.
In the control design, a set of objectives i.e., the sideslip angle, yaw rate, and the control
efforts, they propose a multi-objective energy-to-peak control with D stability. The same
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problem of the vehicle lateral control and increased stability by combined AFS/DYC is
addressed in [89]. Here, the authors consider a varying range of longitudinal velocity and
the nonlinear tire model in vehicle modeling same and the nonlinear tire model is refor-
mulated into a linear model with norm-bounded uncertainties. Then, an augmented linear
parameter varying (LPV) model is combined with robust-gain scheduling state-feedback
control, based on a proportional- integral (PI) control law. Some of the differences are to
use one more actuator and vehicle tracking control is considered such that the vehicle yaw
rate follow the desired value. Moustapha Doumiati et al. [90] considered a coordinated
control of active front steering and rear breaking. It main idea is when the vehicle reaches
handling limits, the braking and steering cooperate to ensure the vehicle stability. The
control goal is to adjust the yaw rate of the vehicle to the desired value by the driver, and
limiting the braking actuator when the vehicle goes towards instability. Actuator coordi-
nation task is achieved by a LPV controller. By monitoring the sideslip angle dynamics,
a single exogenous parameter is scheduled in LPV controller. The polytypic solution for
the LPV is synthesized within theH∞ framework. Simulation results are performed both
in time and frequency domain. Poussot-Vassal et al. [91] present a methodology that inte-
grates and coordinates braking and front steering to enhance vehicle handling and stability
within the H∞ control framework. The coordination task is achieved by using braking
control switch, activated only the vehicle losses handling limit. The activation parameter
is used as scheduling parameter in the control design.
1.3.9 Takagi-SugenoH∞ Control Strategy
Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) proposed a method of designing and analysis of nonlinear sys-
tems by presenting a set of local linear systems. The structure of the local linear models
has the same size state vectors for each element. The local dynamics in different regions
is presented with the same size state-space equations and fuzzy blending of the sub-linear
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models forms the overall nonlinear dynamics. Thus, the main advantages of the (T-S)
fuzzy modeling is that the controller is designed in a particular operation zone, and fuzzy
interpolation mechanism is employed to take into account the contribution of the each sub-
model with a set of weighting functions. The control design method is carried out based
on the fuzzy model with the so-called parallel distributed compensation (PDC) scheme
[92, 93, 94]. The overall controller is expressed as a smooth blending of the individual
controllers together with the membership functions. Linear H∞ type of control methods
have been implemented for each linear subsystem in the literature. In [95], state-feedback
H∞ control is implemented to solve the problem of robust regulation of a nonlinear mag-
netic bearing system. Robust static output-feedback controller design against sensor fail-
ure for vehicle dynamics within T-S fuzzy framework is addressed in [96]. In [97], T-S
fuzzy control is used to model the nonlinear Electric Steering System (EPS) for both satu-
rated and constrained input cases through LMIs stabilization conditions for state-feedback
controllers. In [98], the authors consider T-S modeling of nonlinear Brush tire model and
longitudinal velocity by 16 sub-models of dynamics and state feedback control is applied
with electric motor torques.
1.3.10 Driving Safety
Driving is always performed in lateral and longitudinal direction on a road frame. The
longitudinal safety of driving considers a safe distance from the following cars [99]. The
lateral safety of driving takes into account lane change maneuvers provided that there exist
an Minimum Safety Spacing for Lane Changing is by Karanis and Ioannou in [100]. Most
of the driver assistance systems take over the control of the vehicle when an accident is
inevitable. In order to assess the safety of decision and subsequently planned trajectory,
collision possibility index has been proposed.
There are two approaches assess the safety of a planned trajectory for autonomous cars.
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Figure 1.10: An emergency situation in traffic. The driver is not able to respond to the sit-
uation sufficiently. The proposed system take over the control of the vehicle and executes
a human like decision to avoid the object as well as not crashing the other cars.
The first is the Monte Carlo simulation for assessing the future behavior of traffic partici-
pants [101] .Broadhurst et al. [102] use a probabilistic distribution of vehicle motions on
a planning path to assess their danger. They consider the all possible control inputs for
all vehicles in a road scene. The control inputs that lead to a collision are eliminated. A
probability distribution over all control inputs gives the likelihood of a collision of any two
objects. Althoff and Mergel [103] compare the Markov chain abstraction and the Monte
Carlo simulation for the probability prediction of traffic situations. The uncertainly in the
obstacle detection is incorporated for future probabilistic occupancy of obstacles in road.
This analysis is useful to optimize the planned paths such that the autonomous car comes
not get close to the object as well as the other cars. Then a crash probability is introduced
to identify a trajectory with the least crash probability among all the planned.
The second analysis tool to evaluate the safety of a planned trajectory is computed via
reachability analysis. Reachable set is defined as the all possible trajectory of a dynamic
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system with respect to the all possible control inputs from all the possible states. This ver-
ifies one to evaluate all the behaviors of the closed loop system such that the system stays
in desired range of operation and do not get into a forbidden region in state space [104].
This analysis is quite useful for hybrid systems (discrete-continuous) where the analytic
solution tools are limited. Althoff et al. [105, 106] proposed a reachability analysis for
the planned trajectory of autonomous car. They evaluate the crash probability of the sub-
ject car and the traffic participants along the planned trajectory. They compute stochastic
reachable sets based on initial probability distribution of traffic participants. Then a safe
planned trajectory can be executed for the subject car. The driving safety for autonomous
cars requires to find a final safe set. This allows one to confirm a safe transition of a
vehicle’s state during autonomous driving.
1.3.11 Contribution of the Dissertation
As the name denotes, the main purpose of this research work is to design an au-
tonomous driving strategy to fulfill the need in an advanced driver assistance system so
called emergency lane change assistance system in passenger cars. I consider the assis-
tance system as cooperative copilot to real drivers. Therefore understanding the human
factors is an essential element of this work. Because the autonomous car should be able
to function as good as a human driver so that approximation and/or complementing hu-
man driver driving behaviors are the key results in this research. Thus the proposed work
fulfills the increasing need in the real world human like application of design and con-
trol in the development of intelligent transportation systems (ITS). It is the main goal of
the proposed architecture to integrate a quantitative and comprehensive driver model of
a human with multi-level automation scheme. This way enables us to carefully capture
some of the considerations in analytical way such as environmental conditions of traffic
i.e., threat assessment of traffic participants, human like decision making with maximum
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benefit or rewards i.e., Markov decision processes to compute the best action, visual in-
formation from eyes to draw a safe trajectory planning for the autonomous car i.e., safe
path generation for obstacle avoidance, and steering and braking control like human ac-
tions to move the vehicle to a safe lane according to the generated path. Further, game
theoretic approach is utilized to take advantage of the interactions between the vehicles.
This opens a door for new directions of research to formulate the problem as connected
vehicles. Main contributions of this dissertation proposal is, a) I develop an threat calcula-
tion in TV s states, i.e., position and velocity values, in an elegant way by fuzzy logic; b) I
develop a more realistic Markov decision model to an intelligent selection of a gap even in
tight traffic conditions with maximum benefit to the autonomous vehicle as well as vehi-
cles in surrounding; c) I present a game theoretical modeling of traffic and embedded into
the MDP modeling to form a multi-agent environment decision making model, Markov
game; d) real-time simulations are performed in a driving simulator, dSPACE.
The second part of the dissertation finds a solution to lateral dynamics and control of
the real nonlinear vehicle model. Since the emergency lane changes involve severe driv-
ing maneuvers at high speed, the consideration of vehicle lateral stability generated by
yaw moment is a must to create an overaly stable control system structure for an emer-
gency lane changing intelligent system. Thus we focus on designing a AFS/DYC as lower
level controller that performs a lane change task with enhanced handling performance in
the presence of varying front and rear cornering stiffnesses. The main contributions of
this part are as follows: a) I propose a new control scheme that integrates active front
steering and the direct yaw moment control to enhance the vehicle handling and stabil-
ity; b) I obtain the nonlinear tire forces with Pacejka model and convert the nonlinear tire
stiffnesses to parameter space to design a linear parameter varying controller (LPV) for
combined AFS and DYC to perform a commanded lane change task; c) in terms of fol-
lowing desired references with high accuracy, our control approach does not only follow
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the controlled variables of interest i.e., the desired yaw rate but also follows uncontrolled
variables i.e., side slip angle with respect to varying cornering stiffnesses; d) modeling the
nonlinear tire forces by fuzzy blending operation, which explicitly represents the nonlin-
earity; e) I propose novel linear fuzzy blended H∞ state-feedback control strategy with
an augmented control law successfully compensates the error deviations for tracking the
references along with a computationally fast solution; f) as the main objective of our re-
search, the proposed vehicle control structure contributes to the overall robustness of the
autonomous lane changing intelligent system.
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2. DECISION MODEL
This chapter aims at presenting state of the art hierarchical driver model for a human
driver model. The main goal of the proposed architecture is to integrate a quantitative and
comprehensive driver model of a human with multi-level automation scheme. The first
effort focuses on driver behaviors and relating human reasoning for modeling a decision
making strategy. I evaluate the instantaneous threat of traffic participants (TV s) by using
the fuzzy estimated traffic quantities. Then the obtained threat values are converted to
transition probabilities with a logistic function, eventually form final transition function
for each of the TV s relative to the subject vehicle (SV ). I then use Markov decision pro-
cesses (MDPs) for the SV to output sequential decisions for lane changing problem. In
this model, the SV is the only adaptive agent in the world where the TV s are considered as
part of the environment. One of the major questions to be addressed in autonomous driving
is that how to determine a strategy profile with respect to TV ′s schemes. To finish this, the
interactions are captured through game theoretic approach, which enables the autonomous
vehicles to characterize their behaviors. To sum up, I construct a multi-agent Markov game
for the traffic problem. Moreover, since the driving is a dynamically evolving process, a
decision made at current time is obsolete for the next time steps. Consequently, it is impor-
tant repeatedly make decisions and adjust it as the time proceeds. Prediction is therefore
an important tool to determine the autonomous vehicles decision strategies over a N step
prediction horizon. Thus, the decision making strategy is named as a predictive fuzzy
Markov game (FMDPs) to model the traffic environment where predicted reactions of
multiple agents/players is used to establish more effective driving decision method. This
level is called the higher level controller for intelligent vehicle design framework. I fur-
ther focus on generating a trajectory for the SV to complement the safe drive in different
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traffic situations. The traffic environment is formulated within a quadratic programming
(QP ) optimization and solved for collision avoidance within convex optimization frame-
work. The ability of generating traffic dependent decision making and trajectory planning
is demonstrated through simulations in multiple vehicles driving simulations.
2.1 Instantaneous Threat Estimation of TV s Using Fuzzy Logic
One of the main advantages of fuzzy logic is to define linguistic variables and a set of
rules to emulate human driver’s behavior. This scheme provides a tolerance of uncertainty
and imprecision. Indeed human driver perception of traffic that relies on linguistic vari-
ables such as dangerous or safe driving, represented with fuzzy rules is a quite powerful
methodology to model a traffic environment instead of using crispy values.
We are interested in modeling drivers driving style through a complementary threat
estimation using fuzzy sets. The design and test of threat estimation algorithm adapts
to drivers driving style, based on information available through sensors. Complete state
information of the vehicles is assumed to be known where the design is able to closely
interact with change of vehicle states online in terms of velocities and positions. This
online adaptation of traffic may have an appropriate role in reducing traffic accidents for
possible applications in autonomous driven as well as human driven vehicles.
The problem under consideration is depicted in Figure 2.1. We model threat assess-
ment of TV s relative to SV in most common highway scenario with 3-lanes and it can
easily be extended to more lanes highway scenarios. The SV is equipped with an estima-
tor, which monitors and collects the state information of the vehicles in the environment.
Then the goal of the estimator is to calculate the relative threat of the TV s with respect
to the change in their driving styles. More clearly, the relative change in TV s states, i.e.,
velocities and positions, which will subsequently determine how the SV observes threat
quantity. The following notation will be used throughout the paper to denote the vari-
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ables related to the positions and velocities of TV s: i = (r, l) denotes the right and left
lanes and j = (r, f) denotes rear and front i.e., the longitudinal positions and velocities
of TV s relative to the SV in road frame. For example, drr = abs|xrightrear − xsubject|,
relative longitudinal distance between the subject car and the car in the right rear lane,
vlf = vleftfront− vsubject is the relative velocity difference between the subject car and the
car in the left front lane, and vlrcv denotes the cruising velocity of the car in the left rear
lane.
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Figure 2.1: System model with related traffic quantites of each TV s. Notice that the
relative distance values are defined from each TV s and velocities are also shown for each
TV .
A simplified discretized vehicle’s point mass vehicle model is utilized for the vehicles
to estimate their relative threats.
(
x(k + 1)
vx(k + 1)
)
=
(
1 ts
0 1
)(
x(k)
vx(k)
)
+
(
0
1
)(
ux(k)
)
(2.1)
where k is the discretized time notation the state vector ξ(k + 1) =[x(k) vx(k)]T denotes
the longitudinal position, the longitudinal velocity, respectively. The control input u(k) =
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ux(k) denotes the acceleration values in longitudinal direction.
2.1.1 Fuzzy Sets and Membership Functions
Input variables are defined by several fuzzy sets that are modeled with membership
functions where the linguistic labels are assigned. The inference process maps these lin-
guistic variables to a fuzzy output by applying fuzzy rules [107]. Finally, defuzzification
process gives a crispy output to implement in a given system. We define 3 inputs,
{
RP ,
RV , CV
}
, the relative positions and relative velocities between TV s and SV and cruis-
ing velocities of TV s, and 1 output
{
q
}
. In this work, traffic measurements of positions
and velocities of TV s are modeled with fuzzy logic, and an instantaneous threat quantities
are defined with the notation q of TV s relative to the SV . The TV s state variables, i.e.,
velocities and positions, are taken into account using fuzzy blending of the membership
functions to produce a subjective threat output for the SV . In a compact way, we can write
the following;
qij(k) = (RPij(k), RVij(k), CVij(k)) (2.2)
where the threat value qij(k) at time instant k depends on relative position between the SV
and a TV , i.e., RPij(k), relative velocity between the SV and a TV , i.e., RVij(k), and
cruising velocity of a TV , i.e., CVij(k). The relative threat values of the TV s is modeled
such that SV mimics their driving habits. This is an important classification to extract
information about the traffic condition where the driver type is not known in advance but
can be estimated through the states of driven vehicle.
Gaussian membership functions are defined for the linguistic variables for each input
and outputs. The assigned labels to the input RP ; small (SM), medium (ME), and high
(HG), to the input RV ; negative (NE), zero (ZE), and positive (PO)1, to the input CV ;
1Negative velocity means that a TV is going away from SV and positive velocity implies an approaching
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Figure 2.2: Gaussian membership function for relative position. Notice that the centering
of each linguistic label is defined en terms of SV speed.
slow (SL), normal (NR), and high (HG). The linguistic labels for the q; low (LW), normal
(NR), and high (HG). Note that threat is a subjective quantity and depends on driver’s
perception of traffic environment. Therefore we propose a solution which quantitatively
fulfills a realistic human observation of threat assessment.
Next we define the Gaussian membership functions with parameters. Note that the
notation (i, j) is omitted for convenience.
The RP membership parameters are given as
Gauss(RP ; cRP , σRP ) = e
−1/2
(RP − cRP
σRP
)2
(2.3)
cRP =

0, small
1.5|vsv|, medium
3|vsv|, large
σRP = 0.3 ∗ vsv (2.4)
TV to the SV .
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Figure 2.3: Gaussian membership function for relative velocity. Notice that the centering
of each linguistic label is defined en terms of SV speed.
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Figure 2.4: Gaussian membership function for cruising velocity. Notice that the centering
of each linguistic label is defined en terms of SV speed.
The RV membership parameters are given as
Gauss(RV ; c, σRV ) = e
−1/2
(RV − cRV
σRV
)2
(2.5)
cRV =

−vsv, negative
0, 0
vsv, positive
σRV =

0.3 ∗ vsv, neg or pos.
0.01, zero
(2.6)
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Figure 2.5: Gaussian membership function for threat
The CV membership parameters are given as
Gauss(CV ; cCV , σCV ) = e
−1/2
(CV − cCV
σCV
)2
(2.7)
cCV =

0, slow
vsv, normal
2vsv, high
σCV = 0.3 ∗ vsv (2.8)
The q membership parameters are given as
Gauss(threat; cthreat, σthreat) = e
−1/2
(threat− cthreat
σ
)2
(2.9)
cthreat =

−3, low
0, normal
3, high
σthreat = 0.4 (2.10)
Generally, there are several considerations to choose a membership function type over
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the other types. For example, representation, adaptation, optimization, and continuity are
some of the considerations. The advantageous of Gaussian membership functions are
simple in design, they have few parameters in presentation, and continuous functions.
Remark 1: Notice that the Gaussian membership function elements, i.e., center and stan-
dard deviation values depend on the SV speed seen in Figures 2.2, 2.3, 2.4. This make
sense since the SV observes the threats of TV s based on how the states of its own driv-
ing. Notice also that the threat is varied between -3 and 3. This bounds are heuristically
defined. It is assumed that most for the drivers threat value obeys a normal distribution
shown in Figure 2.5.
2.1.2 Fuzzy Inference
It is important to ensure that the proposed method is real time applicable; fast evalu-
ation of fuzzy rules is vital. However, in order to capture a more realistic estimation, the
rules may be enumerated. The number of fuzzy rules is 33 = 27.
Model rule 1: IF RP is SM, RV is NE, and CV is SL THEN
q is NR
Model rule 2: IF RP is SM, RV is NE, and CV is NR THEN
q is NR
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Model rule 3: IF RP is SM, RV is NE, and CV is HG THEN
q is HG
...
Model rule 25: IF RP is LG, RV is PO, and CV is SL THEN
q is LW
Model rule 26: IF RP is LG, RV is PO, and CV is NR THEN
q is NR
Model rule 27: IF RP is LG, RV is PO, and CV is HG THEN
q is NR
Fuzzy rule inference determines the outputs threat value with a set of designed rules. It
is interpreted that the proposed framework exhibits a freedom such that the designer can
obtain several modes based on the set of defined rules. The rule table is shown in Table
47
2.1.
Table 2.1: Fuzzy inference rule table
Inputs Linguistic description
RP SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM SM ME ME ME ME ME
RV NE NE NE ZE ZE ZE PO PO PO NE NE NE ZE ZE
CV SL NR HG SL NR HG SL NR HG SL NR HG SL NR
Output q NR NR HG NR NR HG NR HG HG LW NR NR LW NR
2.1.3 Simulation
2.1.3.1 Car following model
In order to ensure a smooth traffic flow of TV s, the following car following formula is
proposed, which is a modified version of the Intelligent Car Following Model (IDM) [60].
v˙TV = K
[
1−
(x?(x0, vTV , T )
xcurrent
)2]
(2.11)
where x? = x0 + vTV T . x0 is the minimum gap of a TV vehicle that follows a lead
TV with a certain headway time T and its speed vTV . Follower TV vehicle reacts to the
change in speed of the lead TV and maintains a headway value, which proportional to the
desired headway time. This model is characterized as follow-the-leader model same as
Inputs Linguistic description
RP ME ME ME ME LG LG LG LG LG LG LG LG LG
RV ZE PO PO PO NE NE NE ZE ZE ZE PO PO PO
CV HG SL NO HG SL NR HG SL NR HG SL NR HG
Output q NR NR NR HG LW LW LW LW LW NR LW NR NR
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optimal velocity model Bando et al. [58] with the additional objective of achieving a safe
headway distance between cars.
2.1.3.2 Simulation set-up
For the simulation model, each car is assigned a coordinate system and has certain
length and width in a three lane highway set-up, seen in Figure 2.6. All cars travel in the
middle of lanes unless a lane changing is taking place. The TV s speeds are independent
of the SV ’s speed. For simplicity, we assume the center of gravity of each car is exactly at
the middle. lf and lr are defined as the distances for the center of gravity for all cars. Wc is
the total width of a vehicle and WL is the lane width. SV only travels in one direction i.e.,
backwards traveling is not considered and can be initially positioned on different lanes.
The flow of TV s is maintained by an heuristic car following model in equation 2.11. The
simulations are performed on a computer equipped with an Intel Xeon E5 2.6 GHz CPU.
A virtual world of traffic is visually demonstrated by VR Sink 3D animation environment
that is run on a Simulink R© model where the fuzzy threat algorithms are packed. The main
objective of this work is to consider a general scenario where the SV travels in the middle
lane of 3-lanes highway and the TV s are traveling in the neighboring lanes. We seek to
find the vehicles threat values, which also provides drivers of TV s driving style, relative
to the SV The reason why such a scenario of driving is considered is that the proposed
method may later be used decision making and control applications. Since the SV can be
equipped with autonomous control driving algorithm where continuously assessment of
traffic follow in the vicinity is required for future driving strategy.
The Figure 2.6 shows 5 cars where the red car is the SV and TV s are in the neigh-
boring lanes. The objective is to asses the TV s relative threat to the SV since the SV
will search for a gap to merge in the later sections, information about following TV s are
important. We can see a 3D animation environment, depicted in Figure 2.7, which ease
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Fig : Subject vehicle is the red car, the white car is lead car, and the other traffic participants on a highway driving setting. Note that we only show the black car as 
traffic participant in the figure. 𝑙𝑓 and 𝑙𝑟  are defined as the distances for the center of gravity for all cars. 𝑊𝑐  is the total width of the vehicles 
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Figure 2.6: A cartesian coordinate is assigned for each vehicle.
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7: This graph is intented to show the visual set-up with two camera orientations.
Green vehicles denote the TV s in the left lane, light blue vehicles are the TV s in the right
lane. Animation is seen at 2 seconds
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Figure 2.8: Animation snapshot at 12 seconds
 
Figure 2.9: Animation snapshot at 33 seconds
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to interpret the traffic situation. Different acceleration profiles are given to TV s in Fig-
ure 2.10 such that the SV estimates the current values at each time step. Corresponding
velocity and position figures are also made available to readers in Figure 2.11 and 2.12.
As seen in animation at time 12 seconds in Figure 2.8 where two following TV s are fast
approaching to the SV . The corresponding relative threats are observed in Figure 2.13 and
2.14. One can notice that when the SV gets further away in Figure 2.9, the relative threat
values go low.
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Figure 2.10: Accelerations of vehicles
2.2 Prediction
Prediction is an important method to predict a possible future behavior of a system.
In autonomous driving, its essential to incorporate an prediction module in the decision
process. Its know that one can only make a prediction based on the information at the
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Figure 2.11: Positions of vehicles
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Figure 2.12: Velocities of vehicles
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Figure 2.13: Threat of vehicles in left lane
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Figure 2.14: Threat of vehicles in right lane
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Table 2.2: Design parameters used in simulation
ts 0.1 lf 2 lr 2 Qvy 10
%2 2 lr 2 uy [-3,3] Qy 20
ts 0.1 Wc 2 yref [-3.3,3.3] K 5
tlc 2 N 2 Rux 10 T 1.3
Ψ 3 vx [0,30] Ruy 10
WL 3.3 vy [-5,5] Qvx 20
current time step, which implies the future behavior of a dynamic object is only guessed
at the time of prediction. This makes sense since if the behavior of the object changes in
the interval of prediction horizon, the final position at the end of that prediction horizon
does not match with the performed evaluation at the initial time step. There might be
unpredictable change in the acceleration value such that the prediction at the end of time
horizon at k + N , the position value changes. But it still a provides a perfect guess to
determine the final states with bounded input cases. This the main motivation to include a
prediction in the decision method to terminate if the final position of SV poses an unsafe
situation at the end of the lane change.
2.3 Markov Decision Process
We first provide the definition of Markov chain
2.3.1 Markov Chain
A Markov process consists of a finite set of states S, a set of initial states S0, a finite
set of transition probability distribution matrix, T , that affects which transition can occur
at which state and the resulting state. An MP is presented by 2 main components 〈S, T 〉
where
 S is the set of all possible states (finite) of s(k) at time k
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 T is the S × S → [0, 1] is the transition function where T (s(k + 1), s(k)) gives the
probability of ending in state s(k)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.15: Markov chain with 16 states
In Figure 2.15, an agent is at state s0 at time k and possible probabilistic transtions are
shown to next states.
An MDP is presented by the tuple 〈S,A, T ,R, γ〉 where
 S is the set of all possible states of s(k) at time k
 A is the set of all possible actions of a(k) at time k
 T is the S ×A× S → [0, 1] is the transition function where T (s(k+1)|a(k), s(k))
gives the probability of ending in state s(k + 1), if the agent performs the action
a(k) in state s(k)
 R is the S ×A× S → R is the reward function whereR(s(k+1)|s(k), a(k)) gives
the reward in state s(k + 1) by executing the action a(k) in state s(k)
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 γ is the discount factor, 0 < γ < 1
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.16: An MDP with 16 states
In Figure 2.16, we define 3 actions for the same agent and rewards at each state that the
objective is to collect the maximum reward with chosen actions.
2.3.2 MDP Modeling in Autonomous Driving
Markov decision process is a useful tool to model traffic environments for an au-
tonomous vehicle navigation. The main idea here is to define a world that is composed
of small rectangular objects. These objects are called states, which are connected by the
actions of the autonomous vehicle. We can assign values, i.e., negative and positive re-
wards in the states such that the behavior of the autonomous vehicle is manipulated in a
desired way. Motivated by this useful knowledge, the road is modeled as a grid-world over
a horizon. Each rectangular object represents the travel time in the direction of driving.
Basically, the size of the rectangles depends on the vehicle speed and sampling time of
data collection, which is received by sensors. Then states are the number of rectangu-
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lar objects in the world and actions are the longitudinal accelerations that connect them.
Transition probabilities are calculated by threat assessment. The motivation behind is that
for each target gap, the threat of vehicle’s can be blended in the decision making process.
MDP is employed to respond to rewards in the world thus the choices of rewards force
the vehicle to behave in a desired way. Cumulative rewards are then maximized through a
path in the grid world from a starting state to an end state. Then the term policy is defined
as the overall behavior of MDP.
2.3.3 MDP for Gap Selection
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Figure 2.17: Scenario description
In Figure 2.17, the SV encounter an obstruction in current drive lane with a vehicle
ahead and seeks to merge to possible gap by adjusting its speed and then merging. There-
fore we can treat this mandatory lane changing problem in two major stages; adjustment
stage and merging stage. In Figure 2.18, the SV targets the gap between the TV s. By us-
ing acceleration in longitudinal direction, the position is adjusted and merging completes
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Figure 2.18: Lane changing model
the lane changing. A reward function is defined for SV to assess the benefits of gaps to
lane changing. Equation 2.12 defines 3 variables in the reward function.
 Longitidunal distance between vehicles, i.e., Ψi
 Time to reach to that gap, i.e., τi
 Remaining longitudinal space to the lead vehicle, i.e., pi
R(s(k + 1), a(k), s(k)) = %1 Ψi(k)
τi(k)
+ %2pi(k). (2.12)
T (s(k + 1), aSV (k), s(k)) = 1− Li (2.13)
where i = 1, 2, ..., ngap and %1, %2 are the user defined weight terms. The benefit or a gap
depends on the adjustment stage, i.e., τ . For example, even when the gap lenght Ψ is large,
τ makes it less valuable in the reward function since it divides the value. And remaining
longitudinal space to the lead vehicle, i.e., pi is also an important element because its value
is not good if a large acceleration is needed for a gap, consequently the SV gets closer to
the lead car, which is not a good strategy in mandatory lane changing. Equation 2.13 gives
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the transition probabilities, which is a function of threat assessment.
Algorithm that defines the behavior of SV in terms of an objective function, variables,
and constraints is given as
aSV
∗
(k) = arg max
aSV
(k)
N∑
k=1
[
R(s(k + 1)|s(k), aSV (k))+
γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k + 1)|s(k), aSV (k))× V(s(k))
]
,
(2.14)
where
aSV
∗
(k) = (uSVx
∗
(k), lcSV
∗
(k)) and aSV (k) = (uSVx (k), lc
SV (k)), (2.15)
with
V(s(k + 1)|uSVx ∗(k), lcSV ∗(k)) ≥ V(s(k + 1)|uSVx ∗(k), lcSV (k)), ∀lcSV (k), (2.16)
V(s(k + 1)|uSVx ∗(k), lcSV ∗(k)) ≥ V(s(k + 1)|uSVx (k), lcSV ∗(k)), ∀uSVx (k), (2.17)
subject to (
x(k + 1)
vx(k + 1)
)
=
(
1 ∆(k)
0 1
)(
x(k)
vx(k)
)
+
(
0
∆(k)
)
ux(k), (2.18)
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uxmin ≤ ux(k) ≤ uxmax , (2.19)
sgn(∆u(k + 1)) = sgn(∆u(k)), (2.20)
vxmin ≤ vx(k) ≤ vxmax , (2.21)
τi(k) ≤ N, i = 1, 2, .., ngap, (2.22)
min(Gi(k)) ≤ Ψi(k), i = 1, 2, .., ngap, (2.23)
pi(k) ≥ min(pi(k)). (2.24)
Recall that N is the prediction horizon in which we maximize the cumulative rewards and
its value 4 seconds in equation 2.14. It is seen that the optimal action points, i.e., the opti-
mal policy is sought aSV ∗(k) at each time instants among all the existing ones of aSV (k).
Immediate rewards and discounted value of successor states are maximized with aSV ∗(k)
in equation 2.14 over the prediction horizon N . Equation 2.15 shows the elements of op-
timal action candidates, the longitidunal acceleration and lane change target values, i.e.,
aSV
∗
(k) = (uSVx
∗
(k), lcSV
∗
(k)). The optimal points are the best possible selections such
that the conditions in 2.16 and 2.17 hold. Equation 2.18 shows the system dynamics along
with the longitidunal acceleration bounds in equation 2.19 and sign change constraints
in equation 2.20, which guarantees the direction of control input does not change in the
optimal policy. Equation 2.21 is for bounding the speed and the condition τi(k) ≤ N
restricts the solution of adjustment stage is inside the horizon N in equation 2.22. Mini-
mum gap condition to check as well as safe remaining gap before lane changing are also
included in the design by the equations 2.23 and 2.24, respectively. Optimal policy is
solved through prediction. How the solution propagates is seen in 2.19 where a set of
possible candidates at time k is produced and above algorithm searches the best one, i.e.,
the maximized reward objectives in order to implement in proceeding time. This module
is called as higher-level decision making module, which has enough detailed information
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Figure 2.19: Solution of MDP
to re-evaluate the decision. For instance, when SV does not find an optimal lane changing
policy from equation 2.14, it can abort the lane changing in current time and seeks for
another optimal solution. In this level, all the possible consideration for a lane change is
taken into account, the lower-level control can smoothly achieve the commanded tasks in
the hierarchical framework. It is assumed that the road geometry is known by the agent.
We define the state space as containing the SV and TV s state quantities on a moving state
information grid, which is centered around the SV . And it is constructed over a prediction
horizon at each time step.
states =

s(k) = (x(k), y(k)), 2D position,
#gap, number of gaps,
transitions =

1− Li(k), transiting
Li, staying
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where i is the number of gap. Recall that I model the road ahead by a grid-world and
positions (x(k), y(k)) correspond to the next time step that SV travels on. Terminal states
are the gaps where the SV evaluates to merge in. Starting from the terminal state, back-
wards propagation assigns values for every states and the SV ’s objective at each time step
of travel is to drive in the direction of accumulating the maximum reward starting from
the initial state towards the terminal state. Also, the transitions to a particular gap is deter-
mined with threat estimation. Meaning that a probabilistic value is calculated at each time
instant and input to our grid world where there are 40 time steps (N = 4, time horizon and
∆(k) = 0.1 secs sampling time) exist. Therefore, a set of predicted threat values is used
in the solution of MDP at current time.
Remark 1: I propose a dynamic model to enumerate different lane-changing strategies. In
real life driving, drivers look for several gaps and adjust the vehicle speed during the lane
changes according to the surrounding vehicles. This occurs in response to the subjective
reasoning process of human drivers. In this regard, I develop a framework in which most
of the driving habits of human can be captured. To conclude this, drivers feeling of safely
to avoid a traffic conflict can be modeled through a set of decision logics, which rely on
perceptions of human drivers.
Remark 2: Above decisions are high level decisions. This level determines the target gap
to merge and the amount of speed changes required during the lane changing. The MPC
trajectory planner uses the information to generate a maneuver as a result of decision pro-
cess with the objective of
1. keeping the subject vehicle at its reference velocity, vref ,
2. maintaining the center line of the selected lane, yref ,
It is pointed out that the decisions are made by MDP, which takes into account avoiding
collisions in the neighboring lanes with an environment abstraction. When the lane change
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is completed, the flow of the traffic is maintained by a microscopic traffic model.
2.3.4 Bellman’s Equation and System Algorithm
The defined model matrices above guides the behavior of the autonomous car. To
execute a decision for MDP problems requires evaluating the Bellman’s dynamic pro-
gramming equation until it converges to a defined infinitesimal small error bound. The
first method is to iterate the value function V(s(k + 1)) that specifies how the state s is
valuable under the policy ϕ(k) for the set of actions a(k). The autonomous car finds the
optimal action, which results in maximum expected reward. This action is called optimal
policy. The second method is to iterate the policy function by starting with an optimal pol-
icy, which maximizes the expected reward. This policy leads to a set of optimal actions.
The Bellman’s equation for the value iteration is given by
V(s(k+1)) = max
a(k)
N∑
k=1
[
R(s(k+1)|s(k), a(k))+γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k+1)|s(k), a(k))×V(s(k))
]
,
(2.25)
The value function iterates until it converges to the prescribed error bound. The optimal
policy by considering all possible actions from each state is given as
ϕ∗(s(k)) = arg max
a(k)
N∑
k=1
[
R(s(k+1)|s(k), a(k))+γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k+1)|s(k), a(k))×V(s(k))
]
,
(2.26)
which is used by our autonomous car to achieve the safest transition to a lane. The algo-
rithm is given as
V(s(k+ 1)) = max
a(k)
[
R(s(k+ 1)|s(k), a(k)) + γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k+ 1)|s(k), a(k))×V(s(k))
]
,
(2.27)
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Algorithm 1: Value iteration
Choose an initial optimal value and random policy function;
while ε < prescribed error bound do
foreach state do
Calculate the value of states (lanes) when taking each possible action;
Use maximal operator to update the optimal value function estimate until
convergence;
Execute an optimal action as optimal policy;
Optimal policy ϕ∗ is the set of maximizing actions, i.e., a(1), a(2), ..., a(n) where n is the
final time of solution such that
ϕ∗(s(k)) = arg max
a(k)
[
R(s(k+ 1)|s(k), a(k)) +γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k+ 1)|s(k), a(k))×V(s(k))
]
,
(2.28)
Then the following equality holds
V(s(k + 1)|ϕ∗(s(k))) ≥ V(s(k + 1)|ϕ(s(k))). (2.29)
Then the optimal state-value function under the optimal policy is
V∗ϕ(s(k+1)) = max
a(k)
[
R(s(k+1)|s(k), a(k))+γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k+1)|s(k), a(k))×V∗ϕ(s(k))
]
.
(2.30)
Predicted based solution over a moving time horizon N
V(s(k+1)) = max
a(k)
N∑
k=1
[
R(s(k+1)|s(k), a(k))+γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k+1)|s(k), a(k))×V(s(k))
]
,
(2.31)
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Optimal policy ϕ∗ is the set of maximizing actions, i.e., a(1), a(2), ..., a(n) where n is the
final time of solution such that
ϕ∗(s(k)) = arg max
a(k)
N∑
k=1
[
R(s(k+1)|s(k), a(k))+γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k+1)|s(k), a(k))×V(s(k))
]
,
(2.32)
Then the following equality holds
V(s(k + 1)|ϕ∗(s(k))) ≥ V(s(k + 1)|ϕ(s(k))). (2.33)
Then the optimal state-value function under the optimal policy is
V∗ϕ(s(k+1)) = max
a(k)
N∑
k=1
[
R(s(k+1)|s(k), a(k))+γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k+1)|s(k), a(k))×V∗ϕ(s(k))
]
.
(2.34)
2.4 Markov Game
Markov games (MG) are a generalized solution of Markov decision processes and
repeated games. The big difference is the fact that several agents decide on actions over
a given environment. Thus the solution outcomes are different depending on the other
agents actions [108]. This is exactly what game theory approach is dedicated to solve
from different agent’s point of view. A comprehensive treatment is given in [109]. In
autonomous driving, the main goal of including game in the MDP solution is to consider
the drivers interactions in the traffic model. It is well-known that there are numerous
scenarios of drivers actions while driving but game-theoretic approach can handle these
scenarios by mathematically modeling possible characterization of interactions so that the
autonomous vehicles can capture the agents reactions in decision making stage. The Figure
2.20 represents a 2 players or agents Markov game. The agents initial states are denoted
s10 for the agent 1 and s
2
0 the agent 2 and they have different actions over the states of the
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Figure 2.20: A Markov game with multiple agents
system. The formal definition then follows;
A multi-agent Markov game (MG) is represented by the tuple 〈P ,S,A, T ,R, γ〉
 P = 1, 2, ..., p is the set of agents
 S is the set of all possible states of s(k) at time k
 Ap(k) with p ∈ P is the set of all possible action space ap(k) avaliable to agent p at
time k
 T is the S×Ap×S → [0, 1] is the transition function where T (s(k+1)|ap(k), s(k))
gives the probability of ending in state s(k + 1), if the agent p performs the action
ap(k) in state s(k) at time k
 Rp is the S × Ap × S → R is the reward function where Rp(s(k + 1)|s(k), ap(k))
gives the reward for the agent p in state s(k + 1) by executing the action ap(k) in
state s(k)
 γ is the discount factor, 0 < γ < 1
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Now we can consider a world where multiple agents interact and outcome of the solution
depends on individual strategies of the agents. As seen from the definition, one of the most
important features of (MG) is that rewards and transition functions depend on actions
of all players unlike in MDP case where it only depends on one agent actions. Some
important things to remember
 Value of a state depends on individual actions
 Transitions to a state depends on individual actions
 Players might have different actions
 Game does not change the system states
 Strategies of the players are denoted as the overall behavior of a Markov game
We seek to find an equilibria at each state of the state-space. An individual strategy at the
equilibrium is called the best response strategy to achieve the maximum reward for a given
game and found with Nash equilibrium solution.
2.4.1 Nash Equilibrium for Bimatrix Games [110]
Consider a 2-player non-zero-sum (or general sum) game with payoff matricesM1 and
M2 ; A pair of M1 and M2 forms a bimatrix game with M1 and M2 are the same size.
The payoff Rp for player p is the corresponding entry of the matrix Mp. The rows of Mp
correspond to the player 1 with a1 ∈ A1 and the columns are the player 2 with a2 ∈ A2.
Then a pure strategy Nash equilibrium is for this bimatrix gameMG is
R1(a1∗, a2∗) ≥ R1(a1, a2∗),∀a1 ∈ A1,
R2(a1∗, a2∗) ≥ R2(a1∗, a2),∀a2 ∈ A2.
Every general-sum discounted stochastic game has at least one equilibrium point in sta-
tionary strategies [109] Theorem 4.6.4 on page 219.
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Figure 2.21: Example of equilibrium
2.4.2 Markov Game for Gap Selection
We now set-up a game for multiple agents in a traffic environment shown in Figure
2.22. The main underlying idea of the game theoretic modeling is that all the potential
behaviors of the vehicles can be considered in the design. Benefiting from the large num-
ber of possible behavior, we can achieve the best performance in obstacle avoidance while
lane changing. The Figure 2.22 shows the TV s and SV and their traveling directions. As-
suming that all the vehicles are equipped with Lidar radar sensors so that the information
of the traffic is available to the vehicles2. SV considers as number interactions as possible
with the surrounding vehicles up to the number of available gaps. The Figure 2.22 shows
one game pairing but the total of six games is played for six gaps.
 Longitudinal distance between vehicles, i.e., Ψi
 Time to reach to that gap, i.e., τi
 Remaining longitudinal space to the lead vehicle, i.e., pi
2This is an important assumption for cooperative case and the same assumption might not be valid for
non-cooperative case
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where i = 1, 2, ..., ngap in the set up.
Both cooperative and non-cooperative games are established and solved. Reward equa-
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Figure 2.22: General non-zero-sum Markov game set-up with multiple agents
tion 2.35 is defined same as equation 2.12, except the value depends of the actions of a
TV and SV .
R(s(k + 1), aSV (k), aTV (k), s(k)) = %1 Ψi(k)
τi(k)
+ %2pi(k). (2.35)
T (s(k + 1), aSV (k), aTV (k), s(k)) = 1− Li (2.36)
where %1 and %2 are the user defined weight terms. Individual payoff functions or so-called
objectives for SV and TV s are defined below In equation 2.37, the first payoff defined for
SV , i.e., U is a game theoretic notation used in analysis for a game solution. I will stick
by the the reward notation R since a set of repeated games is solved in Markov grid-
world. The terms are given in previous section. The second payoff is for TV when it a
cooperative game. In this case, the TV determines its strategy to allow the SV to achieve
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the lane change process faster by opening a gap and/or minimizing the travel time for the
gap that is ahead of it.
USV (s(k + 1), aSV (k), s(k)) = %1 Ψi(k)
τi(k)
+ %2pi(k),
UTV (s(k + 1), aTV (k), s(k)) = %1 Ψi(k)
τi(k)
,
UTV (s(k + 1), aTV (k), s(k)) = %1Ψi(k),
(2.37)
The last payoff in equation 2.37 is to consider the case where TV is not cooperating and
it minimized the gap ahead. The objective for SV is to maximize the worst case strategy
of TV s for any available gap in its surrounding. This is indeed the most common case
when the drivers are not gentle for another, which is basically one of the factors of traffic
accidents on roads.
The optimal maximizing policy is the pure strategy of the Nash equilibrium of agent
p, i.e., ϕp∗(k) ≥ ϕp(k) at the state value function V .
Definition: A Nash equilibrium of SV and a TV in a Markov gameMG is the optimal
strategy (ϕSV ∗(k), ϕTV ∗(k)) such that
VSV (s(k + 1)|ϕSV ∗(k), ϕTV ∗(k)) ≥ VSV (s(k + 1)|ϕSV (k), ϕTV ∗(k)), ∀ϕSV ,
VTV (s(k + 1)|ϕSV ∗(k), ϕTV ∗(k)) ≥ VSV (s(k + 1)|ϕSV ∗(k), ϕTV (k)),∀ϕTV .
When the payoffs and strategies are defined for the players, the next step is to search for the
optimal strategy. A strategy in the proposed game definition consists of lane change targets
and longitudinal acceleration profiles for SV and only the longitudinal acceleration pro-
files for TV s. The cooperative general non-zero-sum Markov game solution maximizes
the payoffs from each player’s viewpoint, meaning that the optimal actions are the best
pairs at each state of the system such that no player can achieve a better payoff. Payoff
matrices are formed for each target gaps with respect to the discrete longitudinal acceler-
ations ux = [uxmin, uxmax]. It should be noted that the solution is calculated at each time
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instant in the state-space of the system. If high precision required in the solution, a denser
grid of acceleration can be used to build payoff matrices. In the matrix game shown for
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.23: Markov game matrix
SV and TV in Figure 2.23, objective is to find a set of equilibrium points given the players
determined their actions. In lane changeMG set-up, the interest is to seek for sequential
equilibrium points in a grid-world with the objective of cumulative expected maximizing
reward values.
Next we the following algorithm for cooperative Markov game is
(aSV
∗
(k), aTV
∗
(k)) = arg max
aSV (k),aTV (k)
N∑
k=1
[
Rp(s(k + 1)|s(k), aSV (k), aTV (k))+
γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k + 1)|s(k), aSV (k), aTV (k))× Vp(s(k))
]
,
(2.38)
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where
(aSV
∗
(k), aTV
∗
(k)) = (uSVx
∗
(k), lcSV
∗
(k), uTVx
∗
(k)) and
(aSV (k), aTV (k)) = (uSVx (k), lc
SV (k), uTVx (k)),
(2.39)
with
Vp(s(k + 1)|uSVx ∗(k), lcSV ∗(k), uTVx ∗(k)) ≥ Vp(s(k + 1)|uSVx ∗(k), lcSV (k), uTVx (k)),
∀lcSV (k), uTVx ,
(2.40)
Vp(s(k + 1)|uSVx ∗(k), lcSV ∗(k), uTVx ∗(k)) ≥ Vp(s(k + 1)|uSVx (k), lcSV ∗(k), uTVx (k)),
∀uSVx (k), uTVx ,
(2.41)
Vp(s(k + 1)|uSVx ∗(k), lcSV ∗(k), uTVx ∗(k)) ≥ Vp(s(k + 1)|uSVx (k), lcSV (k), uTVx ∗(k)),
∀uSVx (k), lcSV (k),
(2.42)
subject to (
xp(k + 1)
vx
p(k + 1)
)
=
(
1 ∆(k)
0 1
)(
xp(k)
vpx(k)
)
+
(
0
∆(k)
)
upx(k), (2.43)
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uxpmin ≤ upx(k) ≤ upxmax , (2.44)
sgn(∆u(k + 1)p) = sgn(∆u(k)p), (2.45)
vpxmin ≤ vpx(k) ≤ vpxmax , (2.46)
τ pi (k) ≤ N, i = 1, 2, .., ngap, (2.47)
min(G pi (k)) ≤ Ψpi (k), i = 1, 2, .., ngap, (2.48)
pip(k) ≥ min(pip(k)). (2.49)
Objective function value is defined in terms of mutual actions of the players in equation
2.38. Solution of this game maximizes the rewards both players viewpoints from the all
states over the prediction horizon N . Equation 2.39 shows the corresponding optimal
policy or strategy pairs of the players. Maximizing Nash equilibrium solution pairs are
the best-strategy pairs among all other candidates in equation 2.40, 2.41, 2.42. Vehicles
kinematic models are shown in 2.43. Longitudinal acceleration bounds for players are
given in equation 2.44 and sign change constraints in equation 2.45, which guarantees
the direction of control input does not change in the optimal strategy. Equation 2.46 is
for bounding the speed of the players and the condition τi(k) ≤ N restricts the solution
for the player p of adjustment stage is inside the horizon N in equation 2.47. Minimum
gap condition ahead of a player p is also checked and the safe remaining gap before lane
changing are also included in the design by the equations 2.48 and 2.49, respectively. If
there is no gap and/or no candidate solution exist in the solution, there exists a solution
of staying in current lane by reducing the speed. Since most of the cases drivers are not
willing to give away to vehicles that seek to lane changing. Considering this scenario, the
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Figure 2.24: Solution of game with candidate generation by prediction
following algorithm is for non-cooperative Markov game solution
(aSV
∗
(k), aTV
∗
(k)) = arg max
aSV (k)
[
min
aTV (k)
N∑
k=1
[
Rp(s(k + 1)|s(k), aSV (k), aTV (k))+
γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k + 1)|s(k), aSV (k), aTV (k))× Vp(s(k))
]]
,
(2.50)
where
(aSV
∗
(k), aTV
∗
(k)) = (uSVx
∗
(k), lcSV
∗
(k), uTVx
∗
(k)) and
(aSV (k), aTV (k)) = (uSVx (k), lc
SV (k), uTVx (k)),
(2.51)
with
Vp(s(k + 1)|uSVx ∗(k), lcSV ∗(k), uTVx ∗(k)) ≤ Vp(s(k + 1)|uSVx ∗(k), lcSV (k), uTVx (k)),
∀lcSV (k), uTVx ,
(2.52)
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Vp(s(k + 1)|uSVx ∗(k), lcSV ∗(k), uTVx ∗(k)) ≤ Vp(s(k + 1)|uSVx (k), lcSV ∗(k), uTVx (k)),
∀uSVx (k), uTVx ,
(2.53)
Vp(s(k + 1)|uSVx ∗(k), lcSV ∗(k), uTVx ∗(k)) ≥ Vp(s(k + 1)|uSVx (k), lcSV (k), uTVx ∗(k)),
∀uSVx (k), lcSV (k),
(2.54)
subject to (
xp(k + 1)
vx
p(k + 1)
)
=
(
1 ∆(k)
0 1
)(
xp(k)
vpx(k)
)
+
(
0
∆(k)
)
upx(k), (2.55)
uxpmin ≤ upx(k) ≤ upxmax , (2.56)
sgn(∆u(k + 1)p) = sgn(∆u(k)p), (2.57)
vpxmin ≤ vpx(k) ≤ vpxmax , (2.58)
τ pi (k) ≤ N, i = 1, 2, .., ngap, (2.59)
min(G pi (k)) ≤ Ψpi (k), i = 1, 2, .., ngap, (2.60)
pip(k) ≥ min(pip(k)). (2.61)
Now the objective of zero-sum Markov game for SV is to maximize the worst case react-
ing strategies of TV s during the selection of the gaps. The modified objective function
is seen in equation 2.50 with the optimal pairs achieving this in equation 2.51. Optimal
action candidates of a TV for a gap ahead is the lower bound among the all of action
candidates that maximizes the rewards for the players in equation 2.52, 2.53. On the other
hand, optimal action candidates of SV are still the upper bounds of the value function,
given in equation 2.54. The rest of the elements are; vehicles kinematic models are shown
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in 2.55. Longitudinal acceleration bounds for players are given in equation 2.56 and sign
change constraints in equation 2.57, which guarantees the direction of control input does
not change in the optimal strategy. Equation 2.58 is for bounding the speed of the players
and the condition τi(k) ≤ N restricts the solution for the player p of adjustment stage is
inside the horizon N in equation 2.59. Minimum gap condition ahead of a player p is also
checked and the safe remaining gap before lane changing are also included in the design
by the equations 2.60 and 2.61, respectively. If there is no gap and/or no candidate solu-
tion exist in the solution, there exists a solution of staying in current lane by reducing the
speed.
2.4.3 Bellman Equation for Markov Game
We will first derive the conditions for cooperative a Markov game where both agents
maximize their highest possible rewards and different solution for non-cooperative Markov
games is also presented in the upcoming sections.
Vp(s(k + 1)) = max
a1(k),a2(k)
[
Rp(s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))+
γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))× Vp(s(k))
]
,
(2.62)
Optimal policy/strategyϕ∗ is the set of maximizing actions, i.e., a1(1), a2(1), a1(2), a2(2), ...,
a1(n), a2(n) for the player p where n is the final time of solution such that
ϕp∗(s(k)) = arg max
a1(k),a2(k)
[
Rp(s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))+
γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))× Vp(s(k))
]
,
(2.63)
The equilibrium value is the optimal value such that each of the players will never achieve
a better payoff value. In this sense, the strategy profile is called a Markov-perfect equilib-
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rium because it holds the Markov property, i.e., the next state value only depends on the
current one and there exist a Nash equilibrium at each state of the system.
Then the following equality holds
V1(s(k + 1)|ϕ1∗(k), ϕ2∗(k)) ≥ V1(s(k + 1)|ϕ1(k), ϕ2∗(k)),∀ϕ1,
V2(s(k + 1)|ϕ1∗(k), ϕ2∗(k)) ≥ V1(s(k + 1)|ϕ1∗(k), ϕ2(k)),∀ϕ2. Optimal state-value
function under the optimal policy is given for player p
Vpϕp∗(s(k + 1)) = max
a1(k),a2(k)
[
Rp(s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))+
γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))× Vpϕp∗(s(k))
]
.
(2.64)
As stated in the previous sections, we construct an imaginary grid world of the system
running by prediction over the horizon length N . The best strategy pairs are search among
all the possible ones and once found, the solution is implemented. Therefore the modified
Bellman equations in predicted time solution are
Vp(s(k + 1)) = max
a1(k),a2(k)
N∑
k=1
[
Rp(s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))+
γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))× Vp(s(k))
]
,
(2.65)
Markov-perfect equilibrium with the property of existence of a Nash equilibrium at each
state as well being Markov is shown for player p
ϕp∗(s(k)) = arg max
a1(k),a2(k)
N∑
k=1
[
Rp(s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))+
γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))× Vp(s(k))
]
,
(2.66)
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Optimal state-value function under this optimal policy is given for player p
Vpϕp∗(s(k + 1)) = max
a1(k),a2(k)
N∑
k=1
[
Rp(s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))+
γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))× Vpϕp∗(s(k))
]
.
(2.67)
Let us write the same equations for non-cooperative case by defining the Bellman back-up
equation as follows
Vp(s(k + 1)) = max
a1(k)
min
a2(k)
[
Rp(s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))+
γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))× Vp(s(k))
]
,
(2.68)
Optimal policy/strategy ϕ∗ is the set of maximizing actions of the worst case opponent
responses, i.e., a1(1), a2(1), a1(2), a2(2), ...,
a1(n), a2(n) for the player p where n is the final time of solution such that
ϕp∗(s(k)) = arg max
a1(k)
[
min
a2(k)
[
Rp(s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))+
γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))× Vp(s(k))
]]
,
(2.69)
The agent 1 tries to maximizes its rewards with respect to the worst case response of the
agent 2. The strategy profile is called a Markov-perfect equilibrium because it holds the
Markov property, i.e., the next state value only depends on the current one and there exist
a Nash equilibrium at each state of the system.
Then the following equality holds
V1(s(k + 1)|ϕ1∗(k), ϕ2∗(k)) ≥ V1(s(k + 1)|ϕ1(k), ϕ2∗(k)),∀ϕ1,
V2(s(k + 1)|ϕ1∗(k), ϕ2∗(k)) ≤ V1(s(k + 1)|ϕ1∗(k), ϕ2(k)),∀ϕ2.
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Optimal state-value function under the optimal policy is given for player p
Vpϕp∗(s(k + 1)) = max
a1(k)
min
a2(k)
[
Rp(s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))+
γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))× Vpϕp∗(s(k))
]
.
(2.70)
Therefore the modified Bellman equations in predicted time solution are
Vp(s(k + 1)) = max
a1(k)
min
a2(k)
N∑
k=1
[
Rp(s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))+
γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))× Vp(s(k))
]
,
(2.71)
Markov-perfect equilibrium with the property of existence of a Nash equilibrium at each
state as well being Markov is shown for player p
ϕp∗(s(k)) = arg max
a1(k)
[
min
a2(k)
N∑
k=1
[
Rp(s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))+
γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))× Vp(s(k))
]]
,
(2.72)
Optimal state-value function under this optimal policy is given for player p
Vpϕp∗(s(k + 1)) = max
a1(k)
min
a2(k)
N∑
k=1
[
Rp(s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))+
γ
∑
s(k)
T (s(k + 1)|s(k), a1(k), a2(k))× Vpϕp∗(s(k))
]
.
(2.73)
2.5 Optimal Control Problem
Given a system dynamics, let:
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− t be the time,
− ξ be the state vector,
− u be the control vector,
− tf be the time horizon,
− J be the objective function to be minimized,
− f be the differential equation of the dynamics,
− g be the equality constraint function,
− h be the inequality constraint function,
The problem of optimal control can compactly be written as
min
ξ(·),u(·),tf
∫ tf
0
J (ξ(t), u(t))dt (2.74a)
subject to
ξ˙(t) = f(ξ(t), u(t)) (2.74b)
g(ξ(t), u(t)) = 0 (2.74c)
h(ξ(t), u(t)) ≥ 0 (2.74d)
Optimal control techniques solve the above optimization problem iteratively starting with
an initial value of ξ and u. Objective of the optimization is to minimize the cost function
J in equation (2.74a) while satisfying the system dynamics equations along with equality
and inequality constraints in equations (2.74b) , (2.74c), and (2.74d), respectively. The
generated maneuver is expressed in terms of vehicle longitudinal and lateral dynamical
quantities, i.e., position, velocity and acceleration on x− y plane.
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2.5.1 Model Predictive Control
The MPC control strategy is defined as a method that minimizes a cost function, subject
to the some types of constraints over a prediction horizonN . A sequence of control signals
are calculated, from u(k) to u(k+Nc) where Nc is the control horizon, by minimizing the
cost function. Only the control signal at the time instant k is applied to the process. At the
next time step, k moves ahead in time, the procedure is performed again to drive the state
ξ(k) to zero. There are 3 main steps summarized in predictive control strategy; the first
to predict the plant behavior, the second is to solve the optimization problem, and the last
one is to apply the control input to the process. This iterative process is performed at each
sampling time interval on a moving horizon i.e., receding horizon problem. The algorithm
is summarized below.
1. Predict the system states for N steps ahead ξ(k+ n|k), where n = 1, 2, ..., N + 1 as
a function of future control sequence u(k + n|k), where n = 1, 2, ..., N ,
2. Calculate the future control sequence with respect to the optimization solution in (),
3. Apply only the control signal at the current time step k,
4. Repeat the process at the next sampling period , ts.
The discrete optimal control problem is expressed
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min
ξ(k+N+1|k),u(k+N |k)
J (ξ(k +N + 1|k), u(k +N |k) (2.75a)
subject to
ξ(k + n+ 1) = f(ξ(k + n), u(k + n)) (2.75b)
g(ξ(k), u(k)) = 0 (2.75c)
h(ξ(k), u(k)) ≥ 0 (2.75d)
where
J (ξ(k +N + 1|k), u(k +N |k)) =ξ(k +N + 1)TQfξ(k +N + 1)+
N∑
n=1
ξ(k + n)TQξ(k + n) + u(k + n)TRu(k + n)
where N is the prediction horizon, Q is the cost to go weight for n number of the states,
Q ∈ Rn×n, R is the weight for m number of the inputs R ∈ Rm×m, and Qf is the terminal
weight applied to the final states at the end of prediction horizon.
2.6 Trajectory Generation
We consider a quadratic optimization problem where the objective is maintaining the
centerline of the selected lane i.e., (y − yref = 0), traveling at a desired speed, vx, avoid-
ing collisions with objects in drive lane, keeping the vehicle in road limits. A simplified
vehicle’s point mass vehicle model is utilized to generate a path for a controller wherein
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the computed path is a reference target to be followed.

x˙(t)
v˙x(t)
y˙(t)
v˙y(t)

=

0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0


x(t)
vx(t)
y(t)
vy(t)

+

0 0
1 0
0 0
0 1

ux(t)
uy(t)
 (2.76)
where the state vector ξ(t) =[x(t) vx(t) y(t) vy(t)]T denotes the longitudinal position, the
lateral position, the longitudinal velocity, and the lateral velocity, respectively. The control
input u(t) = [ux(t) uy(t)]T denotes the acceleration values in x and y directions. These
values are our optimal points obtained from the optimization solution.
The discretized format of dynamics in theQP is expressed in a road aligned coordinate
frame as:
x(k + 1) = x(k) + vx(k)ts, ∀k = 0, ...,T, (2.77a)
vx(k + 1) = vx(k) + ux(k)ts, ∀k = 0, ...,T, (2.77b)
y(k + 1) = y(k) + vy(k)ts, ∀k = 0, ...,T, (2.77c)
vy(k) = vy(k) + uy(k)ts, ∀k = 0, ...,T, (2.77d)
where ts is the sampling time. The state equations can compactly be written as
ξ(k + 1) = f(ξ(k), u(k)), ∀k = 0, ...,T, (2.78)
where ξ(k) =[x(k) y(k) vx(k) vy(k)]T is the vector of optimization variables and u(k) =
[ux(k) uy(k)]
T is the control input vector. The control inputs are the state feedback control
gains obtained at every time instant of the optimization solution.
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
x(k + 1)
vx(k + 1)
y(k + 1)
vy(k + 1)

=

1 ts 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 ts
0 0 0 1


x(k)
vx(k)
y(k)
vy(k)

+

0 0
1 0
0 0
0 1

ux(k)
uy(k)
 (2.79)
Objective is maintaining the centerline of the selected lane i.e., (y−yref = 0), traveling
at a desired speed, vx, avoiding collisions with the lead car in drive lane, keeping the
vehicle in road limits. Let’s write the problem statement with multi-objective terms as
follows.
J (x(k), y(k), vx(k), vy(k), ux(k), uy(k)) =
N−1∑
n=0
= Ruxux(k)
2 +Ruyuy(k)
2+
Qvx(vx(k)− vref )2 +Qy(y(k)− yref )2 +Qvyvy(k)2
(2.80)
The cost function is given in a matrix format with the defined units of each element.
J =

J1
J2
J3
J4
J5

=

Longitudinal acceleration (m/s2)
Lateral acceleration (m/s2)
Reference longitudinal speed (m/s)
Reference distance to lane(m)
Lateral speed (m/s)

whereJ1 = ux(k)2,J2 = uy(k)2,J3 = (vx(k) − vref )2,J4 = [(y(k) − yref ]2,J5 =
vy(k)
2. We then put all the pieces of the optimization problem as follows
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minimizeJ
ξ,u
s.t
system dynamics
x˙ = vx
y˙ = vy
v˙x = ux
v˙y = uy
input constraints
uxmin ≤ ux ≤ uxmax
uymin ≤ uy ≤ uymax
state constraints
vxmin ≤ vx ≤ vxmax
vymin ≤ vy ≤ vymax
2.7 dSPACE Simulation Results
In the Figure 2.25, the symbol §denotes the SV , § is the the TV vehicles, which
are controlled by the car following model, § is the human driven vehicle via pedals and
steering connections to the simulation platform, and § shows the lead vehicle. For the
simulation model, each car is assigned a coordinate system and has certain length and
width in a three lane highway set-up. All cars travel in the middle of lanes unless a lane
changing is taking place. For simplicity, we assume the center of gravity of each car is
exactly at the middle. Recall that the relative distance values from each TV s, i.e., dij are
the bumper to bumper values relative to the SV . lf and lr are defined as the distances
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Table 2.3: Design Parameters Used in Optimization
Symbol Value Unit Description
ts 0.1 sec Sampling time
vx [0, 22] m/s Longitudinal speed
vy [-5,5] m/s Lateral speed
ux [-3,3] m/s2 Longitudinal acceleration
uy [-1,1] m Lateral acceleration
yref 4 m Reference target width
td 0.2 sec Desired headway time
Rux 10 N/A Weight on longitudinal acceleration
Ruy 10 N/A Weight on lateral acceleration
Qvx 40 N/A Weight on reference longitudinal speed
Qvy 10 N/A Weight on lateral speed
Qy 20 N/A Weight on reference distance to lane
for the center of gravity for all cars. Wc is the total width of the vehicles. Note that the
predefined relative distance values are used as indicators to determine when the safety
system modules are initiated. Such indicators include ddec that is the distance of triggering
an emergency situation. The lane with is set to 3.3 m. SV only travels in one direction
i.e., backwards traveling is not considered and can be initially positioned on different lanes.
The other traffic participants travel with constant speeds. The flow of TV s is maintained
by an heuristic car following model.
The simulations are performed on a computer equipped with an Intel Xeon E5 2.6 GHz
CPU. A virtual world of traffic is visually demonstrated in dSPACE software that is run on
a Simulink R© model where all the algorithms are packed. We test multiple scenarios where
the threat of the TV s is the key element forming the transition matrices, subsequently
determines the behavior of the SV . The first scenario, presented in Figure 2.26, the SV
starts with an initial speed profile and encounters an obstruction with a lead car in its drive
lane and starts searching a possible gap. This process is performed at each discrete time
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Figure 2.25: A cartesian coordinate system is assigned to all the vehicles. The quantities
such as length and width of cars are same for all vehicles, which is only depicted on SV .
steps of the simulation where if the SV does not find an exit to avoid collisions, there is
always a possible solution of staying and decelerating in order not to hit the lead car. A
minimum safe distance of gaps is set to a variable min(Gij) i.e., this is called minimum
required distance for decision making. This is calculated by multiplication of average
time to lane change and maximum relative speed difference between SV and the TV s,
i.e., min(Gij) = Ψ + vijtlc as defined above. The lead car decelerates to stop. This is due
to a hard braking of the lead car thus initiates an decision making and path planning.
From the SV ’s reward function in established games, there are there important param-
eters in decision making, i.e., Ψ is the being gap length, τ , is being the time to reach to the
selected gap, and pi, remaining gap from the lead vehicle. One can observe the weights,
%1 and %2. The selection of which gap to enter is completely controlled by tuning of these
weight values. For example, If one desires more weight on the longitudinal safe spacing,
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Table 2.4: Initial conditions of vehicles for scenario1
Dynamical properties
Vehicle # Long. position Long. velocity Lateral position Lateral velocity
SV 45 22 0 0
TV 1 60 23 3.3 0
HV 50 22 3.3 0
TV 2 15 23 3.3 0
TV 3 86 20 -3.3 0
TV 5 57 20 -3.3 0
TV 6 20 20 -3.3 0
Lead 250 0 0 0
Table 2.5: Initial conditions of vehicles of scenario 2
Dynamical properties
Vehicle # Long. position Long. velocity Lateral position Lateral velocity
SV 45 22 0 0
TV 1 75 23 3.3 0
HV 50 22 3.3 0
TV 2 0 23 3.3 0
TV 3 66 20 -3.3 0
TV 5 37 20 -3.3 0
TV 6 0 20 -3.3 0
Lead 250 0 0 0
the SV is then determines its future strategy with respect to maintaining a longer longitu-
dinal space. Or if the goal is to merge in to a gap as SV approaches to the lead vehicle
in the lane, %2 can be tuned to do so. It is well interpreted that the proposed framework
exhibits a freedom such that the designers can obtain several autonomous driving modes.
It is well shown that the design can easily extended to more lanes highway driving. Table
2.5 shows initial conditions of vehicles.
In scenario Figure 2.26, human driven vehicle is demonstrated with blue color and
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Figure 2.26: This graph is intended to show the visual set-up, with two different camera
orientations of the simulated traffic. First, the SV starts with an initial speed of 22 m/s
and it encounters an obstruction in its drive lane and searches for a gap.
the SV is the yellow car. SV turns on the turning signal for the gap behind HV and
ahead of the TV 2. After solving the Nash equilibrium game with the formula 2.50-
2.61. This presents a non-cooperative situation where TV 2 seeks to cut-off the merging
by accelerating. This is the objective for SV , which maximizes the worst case actions of
TV from its perspective.
Next, the Figure 2.28 represents a different set-up where SV turns on the turning
signal to the right gap in front of TV 4. TV 4 acts courtesy by opening larger gap after
lane changing has been initiated. From this strategy both TV and SV benefits due to the
maximization of individual rewards solved by the formula 2.38- 2.49. It is important to
point out the solution depends on several factors, i.e., variables of traffic. For example,
the reaction delay of TV is expressed as the uncertainty on the actual positions of TV ,
which SV makes lane changing decisions with respect to. Moreover, in terms of reward
function, SV has to check and calculate the available gap lengths, time to reach to the
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gaps, and the remaining longitudinal spacing from the lead vehicle when lane changing is
performed. It is easy to see these variables are all traffic dependent that actually fulfills the
design requirements of human-like decision making.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.27: SV turns on the turning signal and adjusts its speed in order to merge the gap
ahead of TV 2. Even though TV 2’s objective is to prevent SV from lane changing, SV
seeks to maximize the lower bound of TV 2’s action
2.8 Conclusion
I presented a decision making strategy for autonomous driving in this chapter. I first
model the traffic vehicles threat to mimic the driving habits of drivers by fuzzy logic. Then
the first decision maker was proposed, which is based on Markov decision processes. The
discretized grid-world of the 3-lane highway road was also presented. Here, the subject
vehicle is the only agent and the reactions of other vehicles are not considered explicitly in
the design stage. Then the game theoretic model was proposed. Taking advantage of game
theory modeling of traffic vehicle interactions, Markov game was proposed. Markov game
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Figure 2.28: This is a cooperative case where SV turns on the turning signal to the right
gap in of TV 4 and TV yields to SV for lane changing.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.29: As SV merges, TV 4 decelerate to open a larger gap to merge in, conse-
quently, eases the lane change process.
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holds the Markov property and Nash equilibrium ideas so that the solution points were
called Markov-perfect equilibrium. I introduced both cooperative and non-cooperative
games with high fidelity simulation. I performed a set of scenarios where the most com-
mon highway driving conditions are tested in case of an emergency lane change due to an
unexpected stops of a car in drive lane. In addition, the algorithms are packed in a simula-
tion where the vehicle models represent a real driving environment. It was observed that
the Markov game scheme has several advantages in traffic modeling such as considering
drivers’ different driving strategies. This makes our method suitable to implement in a real
car.
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3. VEHICLE LATERAL DYNAMICS AND CONTROL
In this chapter, we are first going to develop a vehicle model for steering control1.
Steering control is important to move an actual vehicle from one lane to another. We then
discuss how to design a controller for the derived dynamical equations, more specifically
an H∞ control design. The performance of the proposed scheme is compared with the
so-called human-driver model (HDM) based control, which has been broadly discussed
in the literature. The simulation study shows the performance of the proposed controller
in terms of trajectory tracking of the reference path, disturbance rejection of the wind
load, and effective control input. Since the emergency lane changes involve severe driving
maneuvers at high speed, the consideration of vehicle lateral stability generated by yaw
moment is a must to create an overaly stable control system structure for an emergency
lane changing intelligent system 2. To this end, we introduce better modeling of nonlin-
earity of the vehicle. We formulate a synthesis methodology by taking into account the
nonlinearities for increased tracking performance of a desired path by both controlling the
active steering and yaw moment of the vehicle.Thus we focus on designing a AFS/DYC
as lower level controller that performs a lane change task with enhanced handling per-
formance in the presence of varying front and rear cornering stiffnesses. We obtain the
nonlinear tire forces with Pacejka model [111], and convert the nonlinear tire stiffnesses
to parameter space to design a linear parameter varying controller (LPV) for combined
AFS and DYC to perform a commanded lane change task. Simulations are carried out to
show the improved stability and performances over the entire operation range.
Further, I propose a Takagi-Sugeno modeling of vehicle lateral dynamics. Takagi-
1 c© 2016 ASME. Reprinted, with permission, from Serdar Coskun and Reza Langari, Development of
an Emergency Lane Change System in Highway Driving, October 2016.
2 c© 2017 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Serdar Coskun and Reza Langari, Enhanced vehicle
handling performance for an emergency lane changing controller in highway driving, June 2017.
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Sugeno (T-S) proposed a method of designing and analysis of nonlinear systems by pre-
senting a set of local linear systems. The structure of the local linear models has the same
size state vectors for each element. The local dynamics in different regions is presented
with the same size state-space equations and fuzzy blending of the sub-linear models forms
the overall nonlinear dynamics. Thus, the main advantages of the (T-S) fuzzy modeling
is that the controller is designed in a particular operation zone, and fuzzy interpolation
mechanism is employed to take into account the contribution of the each sub-model with
a set of weighting functions.
3.1 Linear Bicycle Model
In order to define the dynamic equations of the vehicle lateral model, we utilize three
coordinates x, y and ψ in the global coordinate systems with ψ as the angle between the
longitudinal direction of the vehicle and coordinate x axis. Newton’s second law under
body fixed coordinates gives the following relation Another table is placed here to show
the effect of having tables in multiple sections. The list of tables should still double space
between table titles, while single spacing long table titles.
m(v˙y + vxψ˙) = 2Fyf + 2Fyr, (3.1)
where vy and vx are the lateral and longitudinal velocities of the vehicle respectively. ψ˙ is
the yaw rate. The forces Fyf and Fyr are the front and rear lateral directional forces, which
are generated by the cornering stiffness(Cf and Cr) and relevant slip side angles (αf and
αr) as follows.
Fyf = Cfαf , (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Schematic view of vehicle lateral dynamics 3 c© 2016 ASME. Reprinted, with
permission, from Serdar Coskun and Reza Langari, Development of an Emergency Lane
Change System in Highway Driving, October 2016.
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Fyr = Crαr, (3.3)
where the slip angles are defined by
αf = δ − vy + lf ψ˙
vx
, (3.4)
αr = −vy − lrψ˙
vx
, (3.5)
where δ is the steering angle to be controlled, lf and lr are the front and rear distances
from the mass center of the vehicle to the front and rear lateral forces. Note that the two
left and right lateral forces on rear wheel are assumed to be same. It should also be noted
that right and left steering angles are assumed to be equal. In general this is not the case
because the radius of the travel path for each wheel is different.
The yaw motion is defined by the equation
Jψ¨ = 2lfFyf − 2lrFyr, (3.6)
Substituting (3.2) and (3.4) into (3.1) and (3.6) for the motion of center of gravity in
lateral direction y and the yaw rate we have
v˙y = −2Cf + Cr
mvx
vy −
[
2
lfCf − lrCr
mvx
+ vx
]
ψ˙ +
2Cf
m
δ +
Yw
m
, (3.7)
ψ¨ = −2 lfCf + lrCr
Jvx
vy −
[
2
l2fCf − l2rCr
Jvx
]
ψ˙ +
2LfCf
J
δ +
JwYw
J
. (3.8)
where Yw is the lateral wind gust disturbance load and Jw is the distance from the ve-
hicle mass center introduced for a more realistic design environment. Finally, we put
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the dynamic equation of motions into the state space form by defining the state variables
as lateral position (y), lateral velocity (vy), yaw angle (ψ) and yaw velocity is (ψ˙) i.e.,
x=[y vy ψ ψ˙]T . The longitudinal velocity vx is constant during the lane change maneuver
for the control design.
x˙ =

0 1 0 0
0 −2Cf+Cr
mvx
0 −2 lfCf−lrCr
mvx
− vx
0 0 0 1
0 −2 lfCf+lrCr
Jvx
0 −2 l
2
fCf−l2rCr
Jvx

x+

0
1
m
0
Jw
J

Yw +

0
2Cf
m
0
2lfCf
J

δ, (3.9)
Since the objective is the tracking control of a reference trajectory, it is more appropri-
ate to write the system equations in error minimizing form with a state variable e1 denoting
the lateral distance error from the center line of the lane and e2 as the orientation error of
the vehicle [112]. The state vector x=[e1 e˙1 e2 e˙2]T is defined as in [112], and the
equations are
x˙ =

0 1 0 0
0 −2Cf+Cr
mvx
2
Cf+Cr
m
−2 lfCf−lrCr
mvx
− vx
0 0 0 1
0 −2 lfCf+lrCr
Jvx
2
lfCf+lrCr
J
−2 l
2
fCf−l2rCr
Jvx

x+

0
1
m
0
Jw
J

Yw+

0
2Cf
m
0
2lfCf
J

δ.
(3.10)
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Figure 3.2: Control structure of a lane change maneuvering 4 c© 2016 ASME. Reprinted,
with permission, from Serdar Coskun and Reza Langari, Development of an Emergency
Lane Change System in Highway Driving, October 2016.
3.1.1 H∞ Steering Control Design
There are two control design strategies for lateral dynamics of the vehicle. First is via
using sensors installed on the road center, and the other is via a looking ahead system using
vehicle sensors. The latter approach is utilized in this paper. The idea is the controller
measures the current lateral displacement and the yaw angle and estimates the deviation of
the vehicle’s lateral displacement relative to the target path. This relation is defined [73]
e = yTarget − y − Lψ, (3.11)
where yTarget is the target path of interest, y is the lateral position of the vehicle, and L(m)
is the look ahead distance. The look ahead distance plays an important role in stability
of the vehicle motion. The value of the look ahead distance is proportional to the vehicle
speed.
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3.1.1.1 Performance weight selection
The weighting functions play an important role for control design. Generally, there
is no explicit way of choosing the weight selections that can lead to an optimal solution
for each design. For improved performance, high order weighing functions are more de-
sirable. However, the higher order dynamics increase the controller order and the control
loop tend to be more sensitive against perturbations. Therefore, constant weights are se-
lected as opposed to the work [113]. Carefully tuning the weights is an essential step and
requires an experience. We choose Wu=0.2 and Wψ,y=0.9. A generic LFT structure of the
control design is given below.
The H∞ control design seeks a controller that provides closed-loop stability and sat-
isfies a prescribed level of performance index for reference tracking and disturbance re-
jection. To start the design steps, we first define the plant matrices. In order to form the
input-output pairs, the generalized plant model is derived by linear fractional transforma-
tion. To aim this, the state vector of the plant is x=[e1 e˙1 e2 e˙2]T and the output is chosen
as y=[ye ψe]T . Then the plant matrices are
Ap =

0 1 0 0
0 −2Cf+Cr
mvx
2
Cf+Cr
m
−2 lfCf−lrCr
mvx
− vx
0 0 0 1
0 −2 lfCf+lrCr
Jvx
2
lfCf+lrCr
J
−2 l
2
fCf−l2rCr
Jvx

, Bp =

0
1
m
0
Jw
J

Cp =
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
 .
(3.12)
We deal with a single input/multi output linear time invariant (LTI) system. Consider
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Figure 3.3: Weighting control structure 5 c© 2016 ASME. Reprinted, with permission, from
Serdar Coskun and Reza Langari, Development of an Emergency Lane Change System in
Highway Driving, October 2016.
the following state-space representation of the generalized plant model
x˙ = Ax+B1w +B2u
z = C1x+D11w +D12u
y = C2x+D21w +D22u
(3.13)
where x ∈ Rn is the state vector, w ∈ Rnw is the disturbance vector, u ∈ Rnu is the control
input vector, z ∈ Rnz is the vector of output signals, y ∈ Rny is the vector of measured
variables. The closed-loop transfer functions are defined from w to z with a dynamical
output-feedback control law u = Ky. The goal is to compute a dynamic output-feedback
controller in the form of
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x˙c = Acxc +Bcy
u = Ccxc +Dcy
(3.14)
The H∞ controller minimizes the energy to energy gain (γ) of the system from the
disturbance vector d to controlled outputs z. The control objectives zu, zy, zψ representing
the steering control input δ, the lateral offset y, and the yaw angle error ψ. The disturbance
vector is w=[yTarget d]. The generalized plant is then presented in a state-space form
x˙ =
[
Ap
]
n×n
x+
[
0 0
]
n×nw
w +
[
Bp
]
n×nu
u
z =
 0
KzCp

nz×n
x+
0 0
0 Kz

nz×nw
w +
Ku
0

nz×nu
u
y =
[
−Cp
]
ny×n
x+
[
I −I
]
ny×nw
w +
[
0
]
ny×ny
u
(3.15)
We provide the H∞ output- feedback control design formulation in terms of a linear
matrix inequality (LMI) solution with the following theorem.
Theorem : Given the open loop LFT system governed by (3.13), suppose there exists
two symmetric matrices X, Y and four matrices Aˆ, Bˆ, Cˆ, Dˆ. The following LMI gives the
controller matrices.

X + Bˆ + C2 + (?) ? ? ?
Aˆ
T
+ A+B2DˆC2 AY +B2Cˆ + (?) ? ?
(X + BˆD21)T (B1 +B2DˆD21)T −γInw ?
(C1 +D12DˆC2 C1Y +D12Cˆ D11 + DˆD12 ?

< 0, (3.16)
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X I
I Y
 > 0. (3.17)
Then, there exist a controller of the form (3.14) such that
1. The closed loop system is stable
2. The inducedH∞ norm of the operator w → z is bounded by γ > 0 (i,e,. ‖Tzw‖i,2 <
γ.
Once matrices X, Y, Aˆ, Bˆ, Cˆ, and Dˆ matrices are obtained, the controller matrices are
computed in the following steps:
1) Solve for N, M, and the factorization problem
I − XY = NMT (3.18)
2) Compute Ac, Bc, Cc, and Dc with
Ac = N
−1(NM˙T + Aˆ− X(A−B2DˆC2)Y − BˆC2Y −XB2Cˆ)M−T ,
Bc = N
−1(Bˆ− XB2Bˆ),
Cc = (Cˆ− DˆC2Y )M−T,
Dc = Dˆ.
(3.19)
Proof: Please refer to [114].
Our focus here is to design a full order dynamic controller i.e., the size ofAc is equal to
A for a given plant. Note that the new variables Aˆ, Bˆ, Cˆ, Dˆ have dimensions n×n, n×nu,
ny×n, and ny×ny respectively. If we have square matrices M and N, we can invert them
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Figure 3.4: Input shaping filter 6 c© 2016 ASME. Reprinted, with permission, from Ser-
dar Coskun and Reza Langari, Development of an Emergency Lane Change System in
Highway Driving, October 2016.
and compute the controller matrices. Note that above method requires the optimization of
the control matrices along with X, Y. This technique requires only one matrix inversion as
seen above and can be easily implemented to the given plant.
A dynamic input shaping filter function is employed for shaping the regulated steering
control input. The purpose of the filter in our control design is that enforcing integral
action on the output δ. Note that the Figure 3.4 actually presents the implementation of
the closed control design that consists of both controller and plant dynamics.
3.1.1.2 Human driver model control for lane change maneuver
The effectiveness of the designedH∞ controller is compared with the Human Driver
Model (HDM) based controller. The idea behind the HDM control is to consider a human
operator exhibits adaptation to regulate the steering angle to the current vehicle target
deviation. The human operator has the ability of previewing the look-ahead distance and
responding to the observed error information. Several studies have been conducted about
designing a HDM based controller for both longitudinal [115] and lateral [116] control
aspects. Interested readers may refer to [75] for a comprehensive treatment on the subject.
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Note that we study the (HDM) from a control point of view. The discussion includes
providing a transfer function that relates the output error i.e., changing car trajectory to
the input i.e., steering action. A various transfer functions have been proposed by the
researchers for different conditions. One of the commonly used is suggested by Ragazzini
[117], a human operator model that suits to a manual tracking task is given by
H(s) =
h
1 + τDs
e−τLs (3.20)
The term e−τLs expresses the delay for the human operator to make an action under
a given input, and the lag is denoted by τL. A proportional action from the output signal
to the input signal is expressed by a constant term h. τD denotes the derivative of control
action to the input signal. These constants exhibit the distinct characteristics of the human
driver controller that can be adjusted to a given condition. The assumption of the small
time delay leads to a simplified linear transfer function of HDM,
H(s) =
h
1 + τLs
(3.21)
The optimal values of h = 0.02 and τL = 0.2 are selected same as [75] in for the
simulation purposes.
3.1.2 Simulation Results
Simulations were performed to validate the closed-loop performance in terms of lateral
position, reference tracking and wind load disturbance rejection. LMI Control Toolbox
gives a feasible solution to a minimization problem with a performance level γ of 0.98.
This ensures that the maximum attenuation of the disturbance vectors over the regulation
outputs is less than γ i,e,. ‖Tzw‖i,2 < γ. For the sake of comparison, H∞ controller
is compared with the Human Driver Model controller. The reference tracking, yaw angle,
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and steering angle (control input) plots are produced for both cases. The dry road condition
is considered and the vehicle velocity is set to 100 km/h. The lane change command is
given at 5 secs of the simulation. For a conservative design, the width of the lane is
considered as 3 meters for highway driving. The disturbance of the wind load is applied
in two intervals from t = 3 secs to t = 15s with the magnitude of 1600 N and from
t = 20 secs to t = 30 secs with the magnitude of 3000 N considering a realistic driving
environment at the highway speed of 100 km/h during the lane change maneuver. The
disturbance profile is given in Figure 3.5. For simplicity, a more detailed approach of
considering the uncertainties, especially on the cornering stiffnesses, is omitted in the
design. However, the controller still provides a satisfactory performance around 20 % to
the altered values of the cornering stiffnesses. The negative effect of these uncertainties
has been well studied in the literature.
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Figure 3.5: Disturbance profile 7 c© 2016 ASME. Reprinted, with permission, from Ser-
dar Coskun and Reza Langari, Development of an Emergency Lane Change System in
Highway Driving, October 2016.
The steering angle presents the control input to the vehicle during the lane change ma-
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Figure 3.6: Control inputs 8 c© 2016 ASME. Reprinted, with permission, from Serdar
Coskun and Reza Langari, Development of an Emergency Lane Change System in High-
way Driving, October 2016.
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Figure 3.7: Reference tracking 9 c© 2016 ASME. Reprinted, with permission, from Ser-
dar Coskun and Reza Langari, Development of an Emergency Lane Change System in
Highway Driving, October 2016.
neuver. As seen in Figure 3.6, the amplitude of generated control input during a given lane
manuevering is smallerH∞ design than that of HDM. The applied wind load disturbance
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Figure 3.8: Yaw angles 10 c© 2016 ASME. Reprinted, with permission, from Serdar Coskun
and Reza Langari, Development of an Emergency Lane Change System in Highway Driv-
ing, October 2016.
Table 3.1: Vehicle parameters 11 c© 2016 ASME. Reprinted, with permission, from Ser-
dar Coskun and Reza Langari, Development of an Emergency Lane Change System in
Highway Driving, October 2016.
lf (meter) 1.1
lr(meter) 1.6
m(kg) 1500
J(kgm2) 2500
Cf (N/rad) 55000
Cr(N/rad) 55000
Wv(meter) 1.847
WR(meter) 3
is successfully rejected at 3 secs with a smaller amplitudeH∞ design with no offset from
the reference path in Figure 3.7. However, the wind load disturbance causes an offset in
the vehicle’s lateral position towards the wind-passing direction in HDM case. This might
lead to a high risk of accidents in highway driving. The comparison result shows that the
overall reference tracking of H∞ control exhibits an improved performance. The shape
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of the reference lane trajectory is essential for obtaining a good tracking. A sharper signal
leads to a fast control actuation (steering angle). Thus, the tracking performance is highly
deteriorated. Simulations are sensitive with respect to the selection of constant weighting
functions, and a careful tuning procedure is vital. Penalizing the control effort and mini-
mizing the effect of disturbance on reference output might outperform the design on yaw
angle. As observed in Figure 3.8, theH∞ controller maintains a good improvement on the
yaw angle output. Our control design provides between 20 % - 30% improved overshoot,
and elimination of the offset value from the target path with an overall improved tracking
behavior.
3.2 Nonlinear Vehicle Model
In this section, I present the result of my publication in [118] 12. The following notation
will be used throughout the paper to denote the variables related to the wheels : i =
(f, r) denote the front and rear axles and j = (l, r) denote the left and right sides of
the vehicle. The variable (.)f,l denotes the front left wheel of the vehicle. The nonlinear
vehicle model presented in this section is adopted and modified from [91, 50, 119] for
simulation purpose. The model is described with the lateral (cornering), the longitudinal,
the yaw and the center of gravity slip side dynamics of the vehicle, and represented with
the following nonlinear differential equations:
12 c© 2017 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Serdar Coskun and Reza Langari, Enhanced vehicle
handling performance for an emergency lane changing controller in highway driving, June 2017.
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Figure 3.9: Vehicle dynamical model 13 c© 2017 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from
Serdar Coskun and Reza Langari, Enhanced vehicle handling performance for an emer-
gency lane changing controller in highway driving, June 2017.
mV˙x = mVyψ˙ + (Flf,l + Flf,r)cos(δf ) + (Fcf,l + Fcf,r)sin(δf ) + Flr,l + Flr,r ,
mV˙y = −mVxψ˙ + (Flf,l + Flf,r)sin(δf ) + (Fcf,l + Fcf,r)cos(δf ) + Fcr,l + Fcr,r + Yw,
Jψ¨ = [(Flf,l + Flf,r)sin(δf ) + (Fcf,l + Fcf,r)cos(δf )]lf − (Fcf,l + Fcf,r)lr
+ [(Fcf,l − Fcf,r)sin(δf ) + (−Flf,l + Flf,r)cos(δf )]tf
+ (−Flr,l + Flr,r)tr + JwYw +M,
mVxβ˙cog = (Fcf,l + Fcf,r) + (Fcr,l + Fcr,r)−mVxψ˙.
(3.22)
where Flf,l , Flf,r , Flr,l and Flr,r are the longitudinal front and rear tire forces. Fcf,l ,Fcf,r ,
Fcr,l and Fcr,r are the lateral front and rear tire forces. Tire forces are highly nonlinear and
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depend on the following quantities
Fli,j = fl(αi,j, si,j, µi,j, Fzi,j)
Fci,j = fl(αi,j, si,j, µi,j, Fzi,j)
(3.23)
where αi,j are the tire slip angles, si,j are the tire slip ratios, µi,j are the road friction
coefficients and Fzi,j are the vertical tire loads. The relevant details of the slip ratio, slip
angle, and the normal tire forces are omitted for space consideration. Interested readers
can find more information in [91, 119]. The notation Yw denotes the wind load and Jw is
the wind load acting distance from vehicle’s mass center. The nonlinear longitudinal and
cornering tire forces are described by a Pacejka model [111]. The Pacejka model, describes
the relation between tire-road interaction forces, is demonstrated in the following section.
3.2.1 Simplified Model
A simplified nonlinear model is given by assuming
− low steering angles : cos(δf ) ∼= 1
− low slip side angles : β < 7 deg
− same forces on each side of front and rear axle : Flf,l = Flf,r or Fcf,l = Fcf,r
− front and rear axle lengths are the same : tf = tr = t
mV˙x = mVyψ˙ + (Flf,∗) + (Flr,∗),
mV˙y = −mVxψ˙ + (Fcf,∗) + (Fcr,∗) + Yw,
Jψ¨ = (Fcf,∗)lf − (Fcr,∗)lr + (−Fl∗,l+Fl∗,r )t+ JwYw +M,
mVxβ˙cog = (Fcf,∗ + Fcr,∗)−mVxψ˙.
(3.24)
where the term Fl∗,l denotes the sum of longitudinal forces acting on left side of the vehicle,
and the forces on the right side is denoted Fl∗,r . Note that the longitudinal velocity is kept
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constant during a lane change in this work. Thus, the first differential equation is omitted
in the design.
3.2.2 Tire Model
Tire forces are crucial in vehicle dynamics and control because they determine the
handling characteristics of the vehicle. These forces significantly affect the cornering,
longitudinal, yaw and the slip side dynamics of the vehicle. The behavior of tire forces is
nonlinear, it has a large variation depending on the road condition. Equation 3.24 shows
that the forces are coupled and the slip angle α, slip ratio s, tire-road friction coefficient
µ, and the tire normal force Fz that play an important role in handling capability of the
vehicle. In this work, we use the Pacejka tire model which is an empirical model and com-
monly used in industrial and research activities. The model calculates the cornering tire
forces based on slip angle, and the longitudinal forces based on percent longitudinal slip
ratio. The cornering forces plot as a function of slip angle with a varying road-tire friction
coefficients for a front wheel is shown in Figure 3.10. While looking at the simple force
characteristics of the tire is quite useful in understanding effects of the varying quantities,
we also plot the cornering stiffness versus slip angle curve with different friction coeffi-
cients shown in Figure 3.11. This is an important analysis plot which we later use to obtain
the cornering stiffness parameters and rates of change to capture the tire-road nonlinearity
for control design purposes. Then the bicycle model with cornering stiffnesses is shown
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in equation 3.25.

V˙y
ψ¨
β˙
 =

−2Cf+Cr
mvx
−2Cf lf−Crlr
mvx
− Vx 0
−2Cf lf−Crlr
J
−2Cf l
2
f−Crl2r
JVx
0
0 2
Crlr−Cf lf
mV 2x
− 1 −2Cf+Cr
mVx


Vy
ψ˙
β

+

2Cf
m
2Cf lf
J
2Cf
mVx
 δ +

0 0
2Cf lf
J
1
J
2Cf
mVx
0

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Figure 3.10: Cornering force for µ=[0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9] 14 c© 2017 IEEE. Reprinted,
with permission, from Serdar Coskun and Reza Langari, Enhanced vehicle handling per-
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3.2.3 Control Design Procedure
We start the control design steps by employing a reference model (equation 3.25) to
output the desired reference values for the controller. The vehicle then follows the desired
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with permission, from Serdar Coskun and Reza Langari, Enhanced vehicle handling per-
formance for an emergency lane changing controller in highway driving, June 2017.
dynamics by a feedback signal of the yaw rate. The vehicle center of gravity slip side
angle βcog is not directly measured, but can be estimated by an observer. In the controller
synthesis, the slip side angle is not directly controlled. However, the yaw rate controller
bounds the slip side angle limit within an acceptable region to prevent the loss of maneu-
ver ability. The reference model is here to used a bicycle model with constant parameters,
its output generates the desired yaw rate ψ˙d, vehicle slip side angle βcog, and the lane
change trajectory. The equation (3.25) is employed to obtain the desired outputs by as-
suming constant cornering stiffnesses values16. Consequently, the outputs are function of
the commanded steering angle δd (see [120]), the wind load (disturbance), and the vehi-
cle longitudinal speed Vx. Note that the wind load that is modeled in equation (3.22) and
(3.25) is only used to output the reference signals that are fed to the nonlinear plant model.
Therefore, the outputs of the nonlinear model become function of the disturbance load.
We use the nonlinear vehicle model is used in synthesis steps of the controller. Notice that
16We assume a dry road profile where µ = 1 that gives the number of 60000 N/rd for both Cf and Cr.
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we use the third and forth equation in equation (3.32) to follow the reference yaw rate for
control design. We convert the nonlinearities in cornering stiffnesses into parameter space
(via Figures 3.10-3.11) and design the LPV/H∞ controller for simulation demonstration.
The varying cornering stiffnesses and their rates of change are fed to the controller as the
scheduling parameters. The nonlinear vehicle inputs are the commanded steering δd, is
the steering that achieves a successful lane change maneuver, the yaw moment M , and
the corrective steering δ∗ that are coming out of the controller. The main objective in the
proposed controller design is to minimize the error between the desired yaw rate ψ˙d and
the actual yaw rate output ψ˙ i.e., eψ˙ = ψ˙d− ψ˙ ∼= 0. The proposed control system is shown
in Fig 3.12.
3.2.3.1 Performance weight selection
The weighting functions play an important role for control design. Generally, there
is no explicit way of choosing the weight selections that can lead to an optimal solution
for each design. For improved performance, high order weighing functions are more de-
sirable. However, the higher order dynamics increase the controller order and the control
loop tend to be more sensitive against perturbations. Therefore, constant weights are se-
lected as opposed to the work [91]. Carefully tuning the weights is an essential step and
requires an experience. We choose the input/output weights in Figure 3.13 as Wδ?,M=0.3
and Wψ˙,β=20. This assures a good yaw moment output as well as good reference tracking
of yaw rate and vehicle slip angle.
3.2.3.2 LPV/H∞ controller design
TheH∞ control design finds a controller that provides both closed-loop stability and
a satisfied level of performance index for reference tracking and disturbance rejection. To
start the design process, we first define the plant matrices. In order to form the input-
output pairs, the generalized plant model is derived by linear fractional transformation
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(LFT). Figure 3.13 portrays the LFT structure of the generalized plant model with a set of
selected weights. We then consider the following state space presentation of an open loop
LPV system
x˙(t) = A(ρ(t))x(t) +B1(ρ(t))w(t) +B2(ρ(t))u(t)
z(t) = C1(ρ(t))x(t) +D11(ρ(t))w(t) +D12(ρ(t))u(t)
y(t) = C2(ρ(t))x(t) +D21(ρ(t))w(t) +D22(ρ(t))u(t)
(3.26)

w(t) = [ψ˙d(t)] External disturbance vector
u(t) = [M(t) δ∗(t)] Control input vector
z(t) = [z1(t) z2(t) z3(t) z4(t)] Regulated output vector
y(t) = eψ˙(t) Measurement vector
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where x ∈ Rn is the state vector, w ∈ Rnw is the disturbance vector, u ∈ Rnu is the control
input vector, z ∈ Rnz is the vector of output signals, y ∈ Rny is the vector of measured
variables. The varying parameter vector ρ(t) that is defined as ρ(t) = [Cf (t), Cr(t)]T lies
in a compact set with bounded parameters and the rates of variation, i.e., ρ ∈ FvP with
F vP ≡ {ρ(t) ∈P, |ρ˙i(t)| ≤ vii = 1, 2, ..., s} ,
whereP is a compact set of Rs.
The dimensions are given for the generalized plant model A ∈ Rn×n, B1 ∈ Rn×nw ,
B2 ∈ Rn×nu , C1 ∈ Rnz×n, D11 ∈ Rnz×nw , D12 ∈ Rnz×nu , C2 ∈ Rny×n, D12 ∈ Rny×nw ,
D22 ∈ Rny×ny . Then the LPV/H∞ output- feedback control design formulation is given
with the following linear matrix inequality (LMI) solution. Theorem 1: Given the open
loop LFT system governed by (3.26), suppose there exists parameter dependent two sym-
metric Lyapunov matrices X(ρ), Y(ρ) and four auxiliary controller matrices matrices Aˆ(ρ),
Bˆ(ρ), Cˆ(ρ), Dˆ(ρ). The following LMI gives the controller matrices.

X˙(ρ) + X(ρ)A(ρ) + Bˆ(ρ) + C2(ρ) + (?) ?
Aˆ
T
(ρ) + A(ρ) +B2(ρ)Dˆ(ρ)C2(ρ) −Y˙(ρ) + A(ρ)Y(ρ) +B2(ρ)Cˆ(ρ) + (?)
(X(ρ) + Bˆ(ρ)D21(ρ))T (B1(ρ) +B2(ρ)Dˆ(ρ)D21(ρ))T
(C1(ρ) +D12(ρ)Dˆ(ρ)C2(ρ) C1(ρ)Y(ρ) +D12(ρ)Cˆ(ρ)
? ?
? ?
− γInw ?
D11(ρ) + Dˆ(ρ)D12(ρ) −γInz

(3.27)
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X(ρ) I
I Y(ρ)
 > 0 (3.28)
Then, there exist a dynamic controller such that
1. The closed loop system is parameter-dependent quadratic (PDQ) stable overF vP .
2. The inducedL2 norm of the operator w → z is bounded by γ > 0 (i,e,. ‖Tzw‖i,2 <
γ).
Once the parameter dependent X(ρ), Y(ρ), Aˆ(ρ), Bˆ(ρ), Cˆ(ρ), and Dˆ(ρ) are obtained, the
controller matrices are computed in the following steps:
1) Solve for N, M, and the factorization problem
I − XY = NMT (3.29)
2) Compute Ac, Bc, Cc, and Dc with
Ac = N
−1(NM˙T + Aˆ− X(A−B2DˆC2)Y − BˆC2Y −XB2Cˆ)M−T ,
Bc = N
−1(Bˆ− XB2Bˆ),
Cc = (Cˆ− DˆC2Y )M−T ,
Dc = Dˆ
(3.30)
All the matrices above are parameter dependent and the varying parameter notation is
omitted.
Proof: Please refer to [121].
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Note that the above LMIs are parameterized. We choose some basis functions for the
LMI variables X and Y. These matrix functions can be selected as constants. However,
this choice leads to a poor performance of the closed loop system due to disregarding the
parameter dependency in solution steps. Therefore, we use a set of second order set matrix
functions as follows
X = X0 + ρX1 +
ρ2
2
X2
Y = Y0 + ρY1 +
ρ2
2
Y2
where ρ is the cornering stiffness change front and rear tires. Note that the LMIs solu-
tion is now dependent on the scheduling parameter ρ for both matrix functions X and
Y. This choice of the basis functions for the matrices X and Y presents the depen-
dency of the scheduling parameter ρ in the LMIs solution. We have assumed Cf =
Cr ∈ [30000, 60000]19. And the rates of change in parameter variation is assumed to
be C˙f = C˙r ∈ [−20, 20] for computational purposes. To handle an infinite dimensional
convex optimization problem, the parameter space is gridded for each ρ=5000 N/rd and
a set of finite dimensional LMIs is solved at these grid points.
3.2.4 Simulation Results
In this section, a number of simulations are performed on time-varying vehicle model.
The performance of the LPV/H∞ controller is compared with the LTI/H∞ in terms of
minimization of the yaw rate error eψ˙, deviation of the slip side angle and yaw rate, and the
generated yaw moment control input. It is noted that the corrective steering moment has a
small magnitude which is only used to increase the handling performance over the entire
operational envelope of the system. The commanded steering that is generated by a driver
19Note that we convert cornering stiffness values from N/deg in Figure 3.11 to N/rd. Assume that the
dry road profile has µ = 1 that corresponds to approximately 1050 N/deg, the conversion gives the number
of 60000 N/rd in our design.
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or a controller initiates the lane change operation. The reference model responses are the
reference tracking of the lane change trajectory, vehicle side slip angle, and the yaw rate
that is to be followed by the designed LPV/H∞ controller in existence of the parameter
variation in the model. Therefore, the yaw rate ψ˙d is a function of the commanded steering.
Then, the goal is to define a suitable feedback control law that achieves good tracking and
disturbance performance over the entire operating range. The proposed LPV/H∞ yaw
controller in Figure 3.12 is a single input multi output controller, which responds to the
eψ˙, outputs the yaw moment and the corrective steering input. The scheduling parameters
Cf = Cr ∈ [30000, 60000]20. This range is defined according to Figure 3.11 and the
lower bound in ρ denotes a wet road profile (due to rain), whereas the upper bound of
ρ presents a dry road profile. And the rates of change in parameter variation is assumed
to be C˙f = C˙r ∈ [−20, 20] for computational purposes. The LMIs in Theorem 1 are
solved by the LMI Control Toolbox in Matlab R©, the performance level L2 norm of the
LTI design is γ = 0.4243 while the LPV design is γ = 0.7892. This result ensures that
the maximum attenuation of the disturbance vectors over the regulated outputs over the
entire parameter range is less than γ i.e., ‖Tzw‖i,2 < γ. The closed loop simulation is
performed in Simulink R© software where the LPV controllers are implemented using s-
Functions. The duration of the LPV/H∞ on a computer equipped with Core i7 3.2 GHz
CPU is about 30 minutes. Furthermore, the LTI controller (fixed) is designed such that
the variations of the road profile are kept constant. Then, the simulation is performed by
assuming the cornering stiffness changes in the plant model.
It is important to state that a steering signal either from a driver or a controller26 to the
reference model leads to a successful lane change maneuver with an optimal yaw rate and
20We did not consider a snowy road profile in highway driving where the cornering stiffness values would
be lower than that of the rainy road.
26Notice that the steering profile in Figure 3.16, activated at 5 seconds of the simulation, is produced as
a function of lane change maneuver signal and disturbance wind load [120].
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Algorithm 2: Computation of controller matrices
Input: A(ρ), B1(ρ), B2(ρ), C1(ρ), D11(ρ), D12(ρ), C2(ρ)
D21(ρ), D22(ρ)
Output: Ac(ρ), Bc(ρ), Cc(ρ), Dc(ρ)
for ρ˙ ∈ [ρ˙min, ρ˙max] do
for ρ ∈ [ρmin, ρmax] do
Form open loop nonlinear plant matrices (equation 3.26);
Solve the optimization problem with LMIs constraints at each grid points
with equations (3.27) and (3.28);
end
end
Compute controller matrices with equation (3.29) and equation (3.30).
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Table 3.2: Vehicle parameters 23 c© 2017 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Serdar
Coskun and Reza Langari, Enhanced vehicle handling performance for an emergency lane
changing controller in highway driving, June 2017.
Symbol Value Unit Description
m 1500 kg Vehicle mass
mz 350 kg Vehicle rear mass
J 2500 kgm2 Yaw inertia
lf 1.1 m Distance of front axle to COG
lr 1.5 m Distance of rear axle to COG
Cf [30000,60000] N/rd Varying front cornering stiffness
Cr [30000,60000] N/rd Varying rear cornering stiffness
tf = tr 1.4 m Front and rear axle length
Vx 100 km/h Vehicle longitudinal velocity
WR 3 m Width of the road
Wv 1.847 m Wind load acting distance to COG
slip performance in Figure 3.17. Notice that the wind disturbance effect is only employed
in reference model so that the outputs present the effect of wind load. Then this yaw rate is
a desired yaw rate to be followed by the LPV and LTI controllers that react to the nonlinear
model. We consider a scenario where there is a sharp decrease and increase in cornering
stiffness values (sudden change from a dry road to a wet road profile and vice versa) during
a lane change in Figure 3.14. Figures 3.17, 3.18, 3.19 show the regulated output responses
for both LPV and LTI cases for this scenario. It is observed that the LPV presents better
tracking performance than that of the LTI controller in both Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18.
The deviations from the nominal value are satisfactory. Notice that the uncontrolled yaw
rate performance is the worst in terms of reference following and disturbance rejection27.
Moreover, the generated yaw moment control input in LPV design, as expected (due to
the higher performance index value γ), is slightly bigger than that of the LTI design in Fig
27The magnitude of the yaw rate almost two times bigger than that of the LPV controller case. We reach
to our goal to enhance the yaw rate for the nonlinear vehicle model.
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3.19. Note that the exertion of the yaw moment to the brake forces by taking into account
actuator dynamics is a possible future direction in our research. To better analyze the
handling performance over the varying cornering stiffnesses, Figure 3.20 is plotted to show
the relation between the front steering angle and the yaw rate. This result simply means
that deterioration of yaw rate of the system is affected to parameter changes with respect
to the steering angle. It is shown that the LPV design better follows the desired value than
the LTI case. It is interpreted that if the commanded steering is applied to the nonlinear
model with no control, the generated yaw rate results in poor handling with respect to
the degree steering angle. This result certainly assures that a safe lane change, initiated
by the steering angle with an improved rate tracking even when the road conditions are
varying. We can conclude that both the LTI and LPV enhance the handling performance
with respect to the parameter changes. But, the LPV design provides better results in each
case.
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3.3 Takagi-Sugeno Modeling for Vehicle Lateral Dynamics
The state-space equation with uncertain cornering stiffness values is expressed as [122]
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x˙(t) = Ax(t) +B1w(t) +B2u(t) (3.31)
where x ∈ Rn is the state vector, x(t) = (β ψ˙)T , w ∈ Rnw is the disturbance vector,
w(t) = δf , and Rnu is the control input vector, u(t) = (δ? M)T with
A =
 2−Cf−CrmVx 2Crlr−Cf lfmV 2x − 1
2
Crlr−Cf lf
J
2
−Cf l2f−Crl2r
JVx
 , B1 =
 2CfmVx
2Cf lf
J
 ,
B2 =
 2CfmVx 0
2Cf lf
J
1
J
 .
where the corrective steering input is δ? that is used by AFS and the total steering input is
the summation of δf and δ?.
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3.3.1 T-S Fuzzy modeling
Consider a continuous-time T-S fuzzy system which is composed of r model rules
presented as following
Model rule i: IF %1 (t) is Mi1 and ... and %l (t) is Mil THEN
x˙(t) = Aix(t) +B1iw(t) +B2iu(t)
i = 1, 2, ..., r,
where r is the number of IF-THEN rules,Ai,B1i, andB2i are real-valued constant matrices
with appropriate dimensions; %j (t) = (1, 2, ..., l) and Mil = (1, 2, ..., r) are the premise
variables and the membership function grades, respectively. Given a pair of x(t) and u(t)
the global model outputs of the fuzzy system are written as follows:
x˙(t) =
∑r
i=1 wi (% (t)) [Aix(t) +B1iw(t) +B2iu(t)]∑r
i=1wi (% (t))
,
=
r∑
i=1
hi(% (t)) [Aix(t) +B1iw(t) +B2iu(t)] , (3.32)
The truth value for the i−th rule is defined as
wi(% (t)) =
l∏
j=1
Mij
(
% (t)
)
.
where Mij
(
% (t)
)
is the grade of membership with wi(% (t)) ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, ..., r and∑r
i=1wi(% (t)) > 0. Then the fuzzy weighting function for the i−th rule is defined as
hi (% (t)) =
wi(% (t))∑r
i wi (% (t))
.
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Moreover, the fuzzy weighting functions hi (% (t)) satisfy
r∑
i=1
hi(% (t)) = 1, hi (% (t)) ≥ 0.
Note that the membership functions and the defuzzification method are continuous.
It is assumed that vehicle operates at constant vertical load Fzi,j , with bounded slip
angle αi,j , ratio si,j , and road friction µi,j . Then cornering stiffnesses Cf and Cr are
expressed as bounded uncertain values due to the change in tire-road friction coefficient µ
on the road surface profile. Then the nonlinear bounded uncertainty is given as
min ∆Cf = Cf , max ∆Cf = Cf ,
min ∆Cr = Cr, max ∆Cr = Cr. (3.33)
Then the grade of membership functions, i.e., Mil and premise variables, i.e., %j (t) for
cornering stiffnesses are
∆Cf = M11 (%1 (t))Cf +M12 (%1 (t))Cf
∆Cr = M21 (%2 (t))Cr +M22 (%2 (t))Cr,
(3.34)
Recall that M11 (%1 (t)) ≥ 0, M12 (%1 (t)) ≥ 0, M21 (%2 (t)) ≥ 0, M22 (%2 (t)) ≥ 0 and
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M11 (%1 (t)) +M12 (%1 (t)) = 1, M21 (%2 (t)) +M22 (%2 (t)) = 1.
The proposed T-S model exactly presents the nonlinear vehicle dynamics, which is
Cf ∈ [Cf , Cf ] × Cr ∈ [Cr, Cr], in the defined range. The T-S fuzzy model consists of
4 sub-models with corresponding fuzzy rules. To make the process more clear, the sub-
models are defined as follows;
Model rule 1: IF %1 (t) is low and %2 (t) is low, THEN
x˙(t) = A1x(t) +B11w(t) +B21u(t)
where A1 = A
(
Cf , Cr
)
, B11 = B1
(
Cf , Cr
)
, and B21 = B2
(
Cf , Cr
)
in equation
(3.31),
Model rule 2: IF %1 (t) is low and %2 (t) is high, THEN
x˙(t) = A2x(t) +B12w(t) +B22u(t)
where A2 = A
(
Cf , Cr
)
, B1 = B1
(
Cf , Cr
)
, and B21 = B2
(
Cf , Cr
)
in equation
(3.31),
Model rule 3: IF %1 (t) is high and %2 (t) is low, THEN
x˙(t) = A3x(t) +B13w(t) +B23u(t)
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where A2 = A
(
Cf , Cr
)
, B13 = B1
(
Cf , Cr
)
, and B23 = B2
(
Cf , Cr
)
in equation
(3.31),
Model rule 4: IF %1 (t) is high and %2 (t) is high, THEN
x˙(t) = A4x(t) +B14w(t) +B24u(t)
where A4 = A
(
Cf , Cr
)
, B14 = B1
(
Cf , Cr
)
, and B24 = B2
(
Cf , Cr
)
in equation
(3.31).
Table 3.3: Fuzzy Rule Table
Rule Premise variables
1 Low Low
2 Low High
3 High Low
4 High High
Fuzzy blended nonlinear vehicle lateral dynamics equation is written same as in (3.32)
x˙(t) =
r∑
i=1
hi(% (t)) [Aix(t) +B1iw(t) +B2iu(t)] . (3.35)
Notice that the dependence of % (t) and Mij in (3.34) is nonlinear. Therefore the state-
space presented by (3.35) is a nonlinear equation.
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3.3.2 Controller Design
In order to facilitate the general steps in control design procedure, it is found important
to describe the control objectives and design specifications. In our previous work [118],
the set points are generated by a reference model and fed to the controller to be tracked.
In this work, we adopt the following yaw rate and slip side angle reference set values for
the controller [88].
ψ˙ref =
Vx
(lf + lr) (1 + kusV 2x )
δf , βref = 0.
where kus is the stability coefficient. The slip side angle is related with vehicle stability and
the yaw rate determines vehicle handling performance. To maintain the system stability,
the slip side angle is driven to zero and the yaw rate reference is followed as much as
possible. Since the tire model is nonlinear and the cornering stiffness is a function of
commanded steering, vehicle yaw rate, vehicle slip, and tire slip side angles, the fuzzy
H∞ control law ensures to compensate the nonlinear variations of tire model parameters
with the objective of tracking the set point references. In our work, the states of the system,
reference targets, and the cornering stiffness values are made available to the controller.
Then the designed controller is a state-feedback tracking controller.
Parallel distributed compensation (PDC) utilizes a set of control gains for each sub-
model. The main idea is to determine the state-feedback gain for the associated sub-model
of the system. The resulting control law is
u(t) = hi (% (t))Fix(t). (3.36)
Notice that the equation (3.36) is a nonlinear control action. Substituting the (3.36) into
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(3.35) gives the following closed-loop equation.
x˙cl(t) =
r∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
hi(% (t))hj(% (t)) [(Ai +B2iFj))x(t) +B1iw(t)] . (3.37)
Remark 1: The closed to equation given by (3.37) can also be written as
x˙cl(t) =
r∑
i=1
hi(% (t))hi(% (t)) [(Ai +B2iFi))x(t) +B1iw(t)]
+2
r∑
i<j
hi(% (t))hj(% (t))
[
(Ai +B2iFj) + (Aj +B2jFi)
2
x(t)
+B1jw(t)
]
.
(3.38)
Next we show the sufficient condition to construct a fuzzy H∞ state-feedback controller
with the bounded real lemma condition for the closed-loop system (3.38).
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Figure 3.22: State-feedback tracking controller
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3.3.3 FuzzyH∞ Controller Synthesis
The fuzzyH∞ state-feedback controller stabilize the vehicle closed-loop system with
an induced performance index to reject the disturbances and to track the reference targets.
The control design procedure starts with pairing the input-output pairs to attenuate the
maximum input energy over the energy of regulated outputs transfer matrix of the system
with an energy-to-energy performance index γ, i.e.,
‖Twz‖∞ = sup
w∈L2,w 6=0
‖z‖L2
‖w‖L2
≤ γ. (3.39)
This norm searches the worst case energy magnitude of the output signals over the input
signal energy. Therefore, this work defines the controller norm as the energy-to-energy
norm of the system. Other approaches define the performance norm as the energy-to-
peak norm [88], [89] to examine the effect of the energy of the input signals over the
peak value of the output signals. Next, the generalized plant model is derived by linear
fractional transformation (LFT) with the input-output pairs. Consider the following state
space presentation of an open loop fuzzy system for i th model rule
x˙(t) = Aix(t) +B1iw(t) +B2iu(t)
z(t) = C1ix(t)
(3.40)
where x ∈ Rn is the state vector, w ∈ Rnw is the disturbance vector, u ∈ Rnu is the control
input vector, z ∈ Rnz is the vector of output signals.

w(t) = [δf (t) βref (t) ψ˙ref (t)] Exogenous dist. vector
u(t) = [δ∗(t) M(t)] Control input vector
z(t) = [z1(t) z2(t)] Regulated output vector
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Note that δf (t) is the commanded steering, ψ˙ref (t) and βref (t) are targets to be followed,
M(t) denotes the direct yaw moment (DYC), δ∗(t) is the corrective steering (AFS) (the
total steering exerted to the vehicle is the sum of δf (t) and δ∗(t), i.e., (δ(t) = δf (t)+δ∗(t))
and z1(t), z2(t) are presenting the regulated tracking outputs. The dimensions are given
for the generalized plant model as A ∈ Rn×n, B1 ∈ Rn×nw , B2 ∈ Rn×nu , C1 ∈ Rnz×n.
The feedback gains are computed with the following linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) so-
lution.
Remark 2: An integrator to eliminate the steady-state error is augmented to the control
design by defining a new state vector in Figure 3.22, i.e., the number of states is increased
to n = 4. The designed fuzzy state-feedback controller therefore does not only stabilize
the closed-loop system but also tracks the reference targets with the integral action. Thus
the final control law consists of augmented control gains that correspond to the stabiliza-
tion and reference tracking of the system.
Theorem 1: Given the open loop LFT system governed by 3.40, suppose there exists a
symmetric Lyapunov matrix X ∈ Rn×n and four auxiliary feedback-controller matrices
for each i rule of the model Υi ∈ Rnu×n such that
AiX +XA
T
i +B2iΥi + Υ
T
i B
T
2i B1i XC
T
1
BT1i −γI 0
XCT1 0 −γ
 < 0
for i = j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , r,
(3.41)
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
AiX+XA
T
i +B2iΥj+Υ
T
j B
T
2i
2
+
AjX+XA
T
j +B2jΥi+Υ
T
i B
T
2i
2
B1j XC
T
1
BT1j −γI 0
XCT1 0 −γ

< 0
for i < j.
(3.42)
Given a feasible solution (X,Υi) to the above LMIs, the state feedback gain is computed
as
Fi = ΥiX
−1. (3.43)
Notice that the time notation is omitted. Derivation of bounded real lemma inequalities can
be found in [123]. Followed by the Lyapunov stability and performance conditions, there
will be 16 matrix inequalities to be satisfied by the positive definite symmetric matrix X
and four auxiliary state-feedback controller matrices Υi by the solution of the LMIs (3.41)
and (3.42).
3.3.4 Simulation Results
In order to verify the performance of the proposed controller, we demonstrate the refer-
ence tracking results. The fuzzyH∞ is evaluated in terms of minimization of the yaw rate
error i.e., eψ˙ for vehicle handling characteristics and eβ for vehicle stability characteristics
along with the generated yaw moment. We initiate the AFS/DYC controller by exerting
the exogenous steering signal into the system. The steering signal is expected to perform
an emergency lane changing in highway driving. For this purpose, the magnitude of the
steering signal is kept high. Notice in Figure 3.23 that the first steering action is activated
at 2 seconds and finished at 6 seconds. The second steering action is performed at 8 sec-
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Figure 3.23: Commanded steering for double lane changing
onds. This scenario is for a double lane changing. The goal is to define a suitable feedback
control law that ensures the stability of vehicle with an enhanced handling feature. The
proposed fuzzyH∞ controller is a multi input multi output, which reacts to the deviation
of the yaw rate and slip angle by producing yaw moment and corrective steering. Note
that the corrective steering input has a small magnitude, which provides an additional
tire forces to obtain the required yaw moment. It is assumed that tire slip side angle is
bounded such that the tire road coefficient µ plays an important role for the variations of
cornering stiffnesses (see Figure 3.11). To this end, ∆Cf and ∆Cr change in an interval
[30000, 60000] N/rad, i.e., Cf = Cr = 30000 N/rad and Cf = Cr = 60000 N/rad.
Lower stiffnesses value implies a wet road profile, higher value means a dry road31. The
LMIs (3.41), (3.42) in Theorem 1 are solved by the LMI Control Toolbox in Matlab R©, by
setting the performance level L2 γ = 30. Since the commanded steering signal magnitude
is very high i.e., 15 deg at 25 m/s highway speed, the set performance index successfully
31It is well known that cornering stiffness also depends on slip side angle change (see in Fig ??). Since
we keep it bounded, we assume the change in road surface actually changes the cornering stiffness value.
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dissipates the energy of regulated outputs over the given energy of the inputs, i.e., γ sub-
optimal design guarantees that the energy of the outputs is upper bounded by γ‖w‖L2 in
(3.39). The closed loop simulation is performed in Simulink R© software where the fuzzy
controllers are implemented on a computer equipped with Intel Xeon E5 2.6 GHz CPU.
Table 3.4: Vehicle parameters
Symbol Value Unit Description
m 1500 kg Vehicle mass
J 2500 kgm2 Yaw inertia
lf 1.1 m Distance of front axle to COG
lr 1.5 m Distance of rear axle to COG
Cf [30000,60000] N/rd Varying front cornering stiffness
Cr [30000,60000] N/rd Varying rear cornering stiffness
tf = tr 1.4 m Front and rear axle length
Vx 25 m/s Vehicle longitudinal velocity
kus 0.005 N/A Stability factor
Next we report the findings of the design. We compare the controller performance
with non-controlled case. Figure 3.23 shows a steering signal that performs a double lane
change. Recall that the main objective of the design to ensure the vehicle stability and
handling during emergency maneuvers with a possible high steering magnitude shown
in Figure 3.23. As the steering is performed, the slip angle increase is bounded but the
tire-road coefficient µ(t) is varied at certain extent. The yaw rate reference ψ˙(t) track-
ing guarantees the handling performance shown in Figure 3.24. As expected, for such
a steering command, the vehicle loses maneuvering ability without control. Notice the
steady-state error for uncontrolled case, which is driven to zero with fuzzy control. The
slip side angle β(t) tracking performance is also driven to zero in Figure 3.25, therefore
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Figure 3.24: Yaw rate outputs
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Figure 3.25: Slip angle outputs
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vehicle stability is maintained. The steady-state error is seen for uncontrolled case. The
Figure 3.26 shows the yaw moment in Nm for the double lane change steering excitation
given in Figure 3.23. An interesting analysis result is seen in Figure 3.27. It simply means
how much deterioration occurs on yaw rate with respect the steering angle change. The
fuzzy control result closely follows the reference unlike the uncontrolled case where the
vehicle experiences a failure on the stability and performance. We can conclude that the
proposed design is promising for possible future implementation in a real car.
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Figure 3.26: Yaw moment
3.4 Conclusion
A H∞ controller is first proposed to perform the actual lane change maneuver. The
proposed controller performance is compared with a HDM controller, simulations are per-
formed to demonstrate the improvements on the reference trajectory following, the yaw
angle and the wind disturbance rejection. We then extend the design to a robust controller
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Figure 3.27: Steering-yaw rate outputs
for enhanced vehicle handling and stability features. As continuation of our work, a robust
LPV/H∞ controller is design for combined active steering and direct yaw moment con-
trol in existence of parameter uncertainty in road conditions, subsequently, in cornering
stiffness forces. The proposed control system provides a set of improved tracking perfor-
mances to make the nonlinear vehicle model responses follow the desired values in varying
road conditions. Thus, the overall emergency lane change safety system design attains an
improved level of robustness.
Further, a fuzzy H∞ state-feedback suboptimal controller is designed for AFS/DYC
system to improve the stability and handling performance of vehicle lateral dynamics. The
main challenge of the tire nonlinear forces is modeled by Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) scheme
with membership functions. Then the fuzzy blended linear controllers are computed with
linear matrix inequalities based on bounded real lemma condition. It is observed from
the simulations that the designed controller is capable of tracking the references with high
accuracy. Future research in vehicle lateral dynamics involves the design of intelligent
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distribution of yaw moment to braking forces in a real time vehicle dynamics simulator.
The future work also in vehicle design involves three tasks. For the distribution of the
yaw moment to the tires, we first add an actuator dynamics for a possible real time applica-
tion in a vehicle. Second, instead of using a constant velocity during a lane change, we set
a varying longitudinal velocity range in LPV design framework and propose a robust con-
trol law for the vehicle lower level controller. Third, we implement the combined control
structure in dSPACE real time driving simulator, which is an available software, located in
the Laboratory of Control, Robotics and Automation at the Texas A&M University.
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4. CONCLUSION
In this study, I proposed a human-like driver model for mandatory gap selection. I
first showed threat estimation of drivers with fuzzy logic. The main goal is to mimic
drivers’ driving habits such that useful information about surrounding vehicles can be
captured. Then I established a Markov decision processes based decision strategy for
intelligent gap selection. A grid-world type environment of traffic is rendered where SV
is the only agent, which seeks to find a possible gap to merge in by performing lane
changing. Since traffic environment is highly dynamic, the information at current time
may be obsolete for making decisions in the future driving. To address this, predictions of
all vehicles are computed and solution is proposed with the information in future time. The
complete system scheme is named as predictive fuzzy Markov decision process because of
the integration of all the elements in the design stage. Further, I considered the interactions
of TV s with SV , and extended to MDPs to Markov game where a multi-agent traffic set-
up is established. Cooperative and non-cooperative cases are both formulated and solved
by defining novel algorithms. Different scenarios were demonstrated in a real time driver
simulation where cooperative Markov game has some superiority over other methods in
terms of easing the lane changing process. On the other hand, non-cooperative Markov
game reflects more realistic real-time scenario in which drivers’ courtesy are not included.
Moreover, some research results in vehicle dynamics and control were also presented
for contributing the safety of vehicles in general. Inherited nonlinear tire forces are mod-
eled with Pajeka tyre model where the nonlinear variations are converted to the changes in
cornering stiffnesses. Then, LPV and and fuzzyH∞ controllers were designed. Both con-
troller results ensure vehicle lateral stability and handling performance in terms of refer-
ence tracking performance. FuzzyH∞ controller is more preferred due to its computation
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speed.
In conclusion, this dissertation strives to contribute to the state-of-the-art developments
in autonomous driving technologies as well as advanced vehicular control systems with
well established controller formulation and solution.
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